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 ABSTRACT 
BEST PRACTICES FOR MERGING CHURCHES IN A MULTIETHNIC; 
MULTICULTURAL; AND MULTILINGUAL ENVIRONMENT  
by 
Rodrigo Azofeifa 
 This dissertation is written in partial response to increasing multilingualism, 
multiculturalism, ethnic diversity and the community of faith in DeKalb County. As 
conduits of these changing demographics, Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (predominately 
Latino) and DeKalb Wesleyan Church (predominately Anglo) decided to merge 
resources, facilities, finances, and congregants. This dissertation examines the best 
strategic and administrative practices that not only contributed to a successful merger of 
these two distinct churches of the Wesleyan denomination, but also responded to the 
needs of DeKalb, Illinois’ increasingly diverse community.  
 This is the first time an analysis of those practices that lead to a successful church 
merger has been undertaken. With changing population demographics both nationally 
and locally, coupled with the high level of Latino contributions in the continental United 
States, the Wesleyan denomination was presented with a specific challenge: how to bring 
these multiethnic, multicultural, and multilingual communities together in an expression 
of faith. The dissertation also serves as a manual or blueprint on how to operationalize 
these types of mergers.  
 Throughout this dissertation, leading, nationally known biblical, theological, 
sociological, and entrepreneurial scholars are quoted and referenced to support the 
assumptions and theories, espoused by this study. No opponents or critical literature 
involving anti-mergers were found. All data collected for purposes of this dissertation 
 
was coded and analyzed in three different categories, a) fellowship and worship 
strategies; b) discipleship strategies; and c) administrative strategies. Transcripts of the 
interviews and emails were printed, classified, and labeled according to the 
aforementioned categories.  All information originally written in Spanish has been 
translated into English.    
 One of the major findings of this study is that the merged church (Real 
Connection Church) was representative of the diversity and demographic reality of 
DeKalb County, Illinois. Another key finding is that Real Connection Church offers 
worship services that are multiculturally, multi-generationally, multi-linguistically, and 
economically inclusive. This inclusivity allows all congregants to participate in the life of 
the church regardless of language, generation or ethnicity. 
Through cooperation, workshops, and intentional strategic planning, Real 
Connection Church stands as the first successful merger of predominantly Anglo and 
predominantly Latino churches in DeKalb County, Illinois. It serves as a beacon and 
example of how when Christians of faith work together, it is possible to reach beyond 
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Overview of the Chapter 
The 2010 US national census reported that the Hispanic community is the fastest 
growing ethnic group in the country. The data shows that this ethnic group’s growth is 
forty-three percent (43%) against four-point nine percent (4.9%) for the Euro-descendant 
group. The Protestant Church is no stranger to this national reality. Dr. Pablo A. Jimenez 
and Dr. Justo L. Gonzalez said, “While most Anglo-European denominations register a 
decline in membership, Hispanic congregations are growing constantly” (Kindle Loc 67-
69). Large numbers of Euro-descendant Protestant Churches are closing their doors for 
lack of parishioners. Contrary to this, Hispanic Protestant churches are in a growth boom, 
although just a few of them have the logistical and economic resources available to the 
common Anglo- Church. Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) is a predominantly 
Hispanic congregation in DeKalb, Illinois. It recently started the process to merge with 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC), which is an Anglo Euro-descendant congregation in 
the same city.  
This chapter is about a response to increasing multilingualism, multiculturalism, 
ethnic diversity and community of faith in DeKalb County, Illinois. As conduits of these 
changing demographics, Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (predominately Latino) and 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (predominately Anglo) decided to merge resources, facilities, 
finances, and congregants. This chapter examines the best strategic and administrative 
practices that not only contributed to a successful merger of these two distinct churches 
of the Wesleyan denomination, but also responded to the needs of the increasingly 
diverse community.  
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Personal Introduction  
I have pastored Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church in DeKalb, Illinois since 2002. For 
the last fourteen years, I have worked with the Anglo and Hispanic communities as a 
bridge to cultivate and foster strong relationships within the Wesleyan denomination and 
beyond. Over the past four years I have been able to develop a good relationship with the 
pastor of DeKalb Wesleyan Church. Every Tuesday, we come together to pray and 
discuss the development of our ministries. During our informal conversations, we shared 
how the Anglo church has experienced a generation gap as this congregation is formed 
essentially of adults and senior citizens with few children and youth. The membership of 
Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church is a generation represented by young adults, first- 
generation Hispanics with children aged mostly between 4 and 14 years of age. This 
configuration has allowed Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church to develop a very strong Sunday 
school and youth ministry.  
During the transition both congregations have experienced some resistance to 
integration mostly by the older generation. On the one hand, some members are afraid 
about the changes or the direction that the church has pursued. On the other hand, the 
younger generation has expressed, in a very strong voice, their desire to merge as one 
congregation. The voice of the younger generations is very important since the 
demographic data published by the Local Government of DeKalb County shows that the 
county’s population is very young. Statistics reveal that 54.9% of DeKalb residents are 
under twenty-five years old in a multiracial community that is continuing to grow. The 
data published in this report reflects an 82% increase among Hispanics with 82.6% of this 
increase occurring in the last ten years. For these Hispanics in Dekalb County, Spanish is 
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their main language, or they are bilingual. Based on these facts, The Senior Pastors of 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church decided to search for 
strategies to help us become one church. The implementation of these strategies would 
foster harmony for an effective ministry, would assist the new congregation in its 
spiritual journey, and would allow us to reach out to our diverse community. 
Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church has experienced faltering financial resources over 
the last few years. The Church is composed mostly of first-generation immigrants from 
Latin America and most of them are undocumented. Consequently, many of our 
congregants only have access to very low- income jobs. About 80% of our members live 
below the poverty line. This prevents us from developing our ministries with greater 
efficiency. This critical situation has led us to put our facilities up for sale to raise fresh 
financial resources and invest them in our different ministries. DeKalb Wesleyan Church 
has opened their doors and welcomed us into their facilities not merely as tenants, but 
with the desire to increase our ministerial relationship and thus unite our strengths, 
minimize our weaknesses, and explore the idea of becoming one church.  
I have the privilege of serving as a ministerial instructor for the Wesleyan Church 
denomination. I travel to the North Central Region of the United States and increasingly 
find that many Hispanic churches have initiated processes of unification like what we are 
planning to implement here in DeKalb, Illinois. I believe this research will not only help 
both churches to find the best strategies to facilitate and solidify the unification process, 





Statement of the Problem   
Each generation has its own gap, and the ethnic and cultural differences can 
generate some concern to the leadership team of both congregations. Understanding how 
the different generations see the world and how they think may help to create bridges 
between generations and thus build better relationships. Karen Bolser and Rachael 
Gosciej in their article “Millennials: Multi-Generational Leaders Staying Connected” 
published by the Journal of Practical Consulting of School of Business & Leadership, 
Regent University classifies the different generations as baby boomers 1943-1960, 
generation X, those people born between the years 1965-1980, millennials or generation 
Y born from 1980 to the year 2000, and generation Z, born after the year 2000, (Bolser & 
Gosciej 3). DWC members could be classified as mix of between baby boomers and 
generation X. VNWC membership is mostly composed of millennials and Z and Y 
generations. Each generation has its own characteristics and its own dreams and 
aspirations. Any merger strategy should promote intergenerational relationships and 
empower the congregation by providing leadership opportunities to each generational 
group in the church. Todd T. Holm says when millennials feel wanted, they are more 
likely to be on a team and become partners in developing a team-friendly atmosphere 
regardless of generational gaps (Holm 25-38).  
Bolser and Gosciej propose a strategy to create a healthy intergenerational 
environment for commercial companies. These principles can be adopted and applied to 
the management strategy of the new church. This strategy consists of four points; a) to 
“strive” to encourage “subject matter experts” to “keep up with the latest developments in 
the field”; b) to “embrace diversity”; c) to “encourage risk taking”; and d) “to keep a 
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global perspective” (7) Strategies like this can lead our emerging multi-ethnic and 
multigenerational congregation to take advantage of the great synergy between our 
members.   
When our churches started the merging process there was no formal strategy. 
Everything was done organically. In other words, there was no plan for setting up the 
process. Both congregations operated on goodwill and hoped that the Holy Spirit would 
guide them to unite successfully.  
Having no strategic plan has prevented the establishment of a cohesive formula to 
promote interpersonal, multicultural relationships between Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church 
and DeKalb Wesleyan Church. Similarly, with no implemented management policy that 
includes fair administrative representation, the mechanism for decision making was 
nonexistent. At present, there is no approved plan for discipleship that promotes cultural 
diversity or printed, bilingual literature to be used for Christian educational purposes. To 
summarize, the basic problem to be solved is; a) the absence of a strategy that promotes 
bilingual and multicultural relationships between both congregations; b) the absence of a 
program for discipleship that promotes ethnic and cultural diversity; and c) the need for 
an administrative platform where both groups are represented more fairly.  
Purpose of the Project 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the best practices for effective church 
mergers in order to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb 




The following four questions provide the guidelines to investigate the best 
practices for effective church mergers and for developing a plan to unify DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church.  
Research Question 1 
What are the best practices that resulted in successful mergers?   
Research Questions 2 
What are the factors that contributed to unsuccessful mergers? 
Research Question 3 
What discipleship tools best support the development of character and cultural 
diversity for healthy church mergers?  
Research Question  4 
What leadership structures best support healthy church mergers? 
Rationale for the Project   
The search for unity in the church of Christ is not a new issue. The New 
Testament confirms the words of the Lord Jesus Christ expressing His desire that His 
followers live together and act in harmony and unity (John 17: 21-22). What Jesus 
expresses about the unity of the Church will be incorporated in the futuristic vision 
espoused by the Apostle John. While John was in exile on the island of Patmos, he 
observed how a big, ethnically diverse crowd worshipped together the Creator of the 
universe (Revelation 7:8-10). This wonderful prophecy that John had the privilege to 
witness needs to be built today. The apostle Paul teaches the church to express a genuine 
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love embracing everyone, regardless of race or any other superficial divisions, as he 
states  
“But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near by 
the blood of Christ. For he himself is our peace, who has made the two groups one 
and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, by setting aside in his 
flesh the law with its commands and regulations. His purpose was to create in 
himself one new humanity out of the two, thus making peace, and in one body to 
reconcile both to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility” 
(Ephesians 2:13-16 NIV). 
 
Pursuant to Jesus’ desire for His church to be unified, conflicts arose between the 
people who made up the early church. The book of Acts recounts an episode in which the 
church is in conflict over the distribution of resources among its Greek-speaking and 
Hebrew-speaking members “But as the believers rapidly multiplied, there were 
rumblings of discontent. The Greek-speaking believers complained about the Hebrew-
speaking believers, saying that their widows were being discriminated against in the daily 
distribution of food…” (Acts 6:1-7 NLT). This biblical story presents three inherent 
areas of conflict; a) a lack of a strategy to promote bilingual and multicultural 
relationships between the Hebrew-speaking and the Greek-speaking believers; b) the 
absence of teachings that promote ethnic and cultural diversity; and c) the need for an 
administrative platform where both groups are represented more fairly and where both 
groups can benefit by the distribution of food to the widows and poor of the two sectors 
of the emerging multicultural church. This apparently negative situation foreshadows a 
positive result in the administrative structure of the life of the new church.  
The Apostles, guided by the Holy Spirit, understood the importance of 
empowering a diverse leadership to set the profile for those who would eventually serve 
the culturally diverse community of faith. They asked the Greek-speaking believers to 
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select from their group, seven men who were well respected and were full of the Spirit 
and wisdom, (Acts 6:3).  The book of Acts depicts a group of church leaders from 
different ethnic groups- Barnabas, a Levite from the island of Cyprus, Simeon from 
Nigeria (Latin word for Black), Lucius, from Cyrene (North Africa), Manaen, an 
aristocrat and friend of Herod the Tetrach, and Saul of Tarsus.  
The first century gives us a good example of how the Roman Empire employed a 
great strategy to keep the empire unified. Bruce Milne (86) believes the success of the 
Greco-Roman Empire consisted basically “not of the desire to blend the different cultures 
of those conquered territories, but to choose a mosaic model combining diverse 
ethnicities, languages, races, and cultures”. The largest empire in human history had a 
strategic administrative and political plan to manage a very diverse population. Under 
this administrative model, the Roman Empire could foster coexistence among ethno-
social groups and a culturally diversity empire. Learning from history, if DWC and 
VNWC want to be successful in the merging process, respect for cultural diversity must 
be a major component of any strategic plan to achieve a successful unification process.  
These strategies also need to promote healthy interpersonal relationships and set up an 
organizational structure that supports the new church model. If Vida Nueva Wesleyan 
Church and DeKalb Wesleyan Church can achieve the best practices and strategies to 
unify both congregations, we will resemble more and more the group of worshipers the 
Apostle John envisioned in Revelation: 
“After this I saw a vast crowd, too great to count, from every nation and tribe and  
  people and language, standing in front of the throne and before the Lamb. They  
  were clothed in white robes and held palm branches in their hands. And they were 
  shouting with a great roar, “Salvation comes from our God who sits on the throne  




Definition of Key Terms 
The following glossary clarifies the terminology used in this research.  
The Wesleyan Church defines itself in The Discipline of the Wesleyan Church (by 
laws) as: “A Protestant, evangelical, holiness denomination with a rich heritage. 
We have seen it as our special mission to emphasize the message of “full 
salvation from all sin.” We teach that a victorious Christian life is possible for all 
believers through the experience of both forgiveness of sins and the filling of the 
Holy Spirit in our lives”. (101,791,826,886). 
 
Church Membership, “The Wesleyan Church membership is conditioned to any 
individual upon an experience of conversion whereby a person becomes a 
member of the body of Jesus Christ, followed by discipleship within a family of 
believers for spiritual life and growth. Therefore, it is of high importance that 
immediate steps be taken to shepherd, disciple and train believers through the 
process of membership for mutual accountability and ministry to the church, 
community, and the world”(cf. 566–570; 725:11; 782:7, 880:11; 2300:5).  
 
Bilingual Multicultural Church, for purposes of this study, is understood as a  
  multicultural bilingual Church where English and Spanish are the main languages  
  used in public worship services, fellowship and other programs developed to  
  minister to the parishioner. It is a multicultural Church in the sense that the ethnic  
  and culturally diverse congregation conforms to an ethnically and culturally  
diverse community.  
 
Anglo Churches are the Wesleyan local churches in the United States where their 
membership is predominantly Caucasian, Euro-descendant, and English is the 
only language spoken in church ministries.  
 
Hispanic Church is the local church whose membership is predominantly Latino- 
Latina regardless of their nationality of origin. English and Spanish are the 
languages used in the ministry without discrimination.   
 
Local Pastor. According to The Discipline of The Wesleyan Church, the local 
pastor is: “An ordained, commissioned or licensed minister, who is called by God 
and appointed by the church to serve as the spiritual shepherd, teacher and 
administrative overseer of the local church, taking the comforts of the gospel to 
the sin-burned, the sick and the distressed, discipling converts, nurturing and 
instructing believers, equipping and enabling them for their part in ministry, and 
serving as chief executive officer in the government of the local church”. (675).  
 
Local Board of Administration (LBA) are the members of the local church who 
are elected in the Local Conference of the Church. “The Local Board of 
Administration carries out the will of the local church conference, serving as the 
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chief governing and coordinating body of the local church in the interim of local 
church conference sessions”. (750). 
 
District is a “grouping of churches created by the authority of the General 
Conference, within which the churches, ministers and members of the Wesleyan 
Church are organized per The Discipline and are under its governing authority” 
(1000-317). 
 
Unity refers to the participation as one church of both congregations, Vida Nueva 
Wesleyan Church and DeKalb Wesleyan Church, with a single vision, mission 
and governance structure. 
 
Delimitations  
The Wesleyan Church in the United States only has two cases where local 
churches Spanish-English speaking churches are in a merging process. One of these cases 
is Greenville Multicultural Church, (GMC) in the South Carolina District, and the other is 
Dekalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) in the 
State of Illinois. Unfortunately, there is no published data to evaluate from GMC merging 
process. On the other hand, even though DWC and VNWC, has an organic merging 
process, every step and decision that they had made toward the unification has been 
documented. Based on these facts, I decided to include only DWC and VNWC as 
subjects of this dissertation. I understand that the control group may not be big enough to 
stablish some rules in merging process, but at least the information that emerges from this 
dissertation will serve as a starting point for other churches in the Wesleyan 





Review of Relevant Literature  
The literature included in this research consists of biblical, theological, 
missiological, managerial, and foundational documents of the Wesleyan Church. 
Biblical and Theological Literature includes those biblical examples of how two 
different ethnic groups came and joined forces and worked in unity toward a common 
goal. The Book of Acts is rich in examples of how the Christian, Jewish, and Gentile-
believer communities reached an agreement to work and live together in harmony to 
accomplish the mission of God and to present Jesus Christ to the ends of the earth. The 
Old Testament passages include not only foreigners and Jews who made strategic 
alliances to go to war, but sometimes foreigners who lived among Jews could participate 
in religious festivities. 
Christian Theology incorporates Hispanic authors who write about miscegenation 
in the church and multicultural coexistence, including Dr. Justo L. Gonzalez, Rene 
Padilla, Giacomo Cassese, and Virgilio Elizondo. Another author is Timothy C. Tennent 
who writes about theology from the global perspective of the church mission.  
Topics on Initiatives of Leadership literature include themes such as theories of 
management, change and efforts in periods of transition and merger corporations. This 
section includes such authors as Robert Lewis and Cordeiro and Warren, John Kotter, 
Michael J. Anthony and James Esteps, and Bob Whitesel. 
Missiology is about the Church’s missin. Carlos Cardoza and Bruce Milne have 




  Research Studies investigates ways to carry out meaningful research as in 
“Hispanic Churches in Americans Public Life” by The Institute for Latino Studies, 
University of Notre Dame, and “Hispanic America: Faith Values and Priorities” by Barna 
Group (2013) was very helpful in order to understand what the Hispanic community 
thinks about their opportunities in the Christian church in the United States. 
Research Methodology 
Roberto Hernández-Sampieri, (2006) describes scientific research as a set of 
systematic and empirical processes that apply to the study of a phenomenon that is 
dynamic, changing and evolving (26). Research methodology can use three different 
frameworks for the investigation: (a) quantitative – based on a numerical analysis of data 
using statistics; (b) qualitative – the objective description of the qualities of a 
phenomenon. Qualitative research is inductive and has a holistic perspective; and (c) 
mixed methodology. Hernández-Sampieri defines mixed research as “a relatively new 
approach that involves combining quantitative and qualitative methods in the same 
study” (30).   
Type of Research  
This project serves as a pre-intervention study of best practices for merger 
churches in a multicultural, multilingual, and multiethnic environment. The 
methodological framework for this research has a greater emphasis on the qualitative 
method. Quantitative research, however, has also been collected to strengthen the 
findings. Different techniques were used to elicit all data in this dissertation (open and 
closed questionnaires, statistical records collected by the churches, face to face 
interviews, and surveys). According to Saul McLeod, 
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Closed questions allow only answers which fit into categories that have been  
  decided in advance by the researcher. The options can be restricted to as few as  
  two types (e.g. 'yes' or 'no', 'male' or 'female'), or include quite complex lists of  
  alternatives from which the respondent can choose. The respondent provides  
  information which can be easily converted into quantitative data (e.g. count the  
  number of 'yes' or 'no' answers) (McLeod). 
 
Participants 
The control group of this dissertation was made up of a total of thirty-seven 
people who were members of both congregations DWC and VNWC. This control group 
was segmented in four focus groups. The first focus group was composed of the lead 
pastor of DWC. He was the chairperson of the merging committee was. The second focus 
group was composed of six people. They comprised of the Local Board of Administration 
(LBA) of each Church. The third focus group included seven directors of different 
ministerial departments of the two churches. These departments included, The worship 
team, The Children’s Church, Youth Group, Women of Faith and Purpose, Men’s Group, 
and The Spiritual Formation Department, and the Board of Trustees. The fourth focus 
group included members of both congregations over eighteen years of age who had 
attended DWC or VNWC for at least one year.   
Instrumentation 
Different instruments (in-depth, face-to-face interviews, open and closed 
questionnaires, and surveys) were distributed to the churches to elicit data. All 
information found in this dissertation was acquired by reviewing the statistical documents 
of both congregations, including data about average attendance at public worship Sunday 
services, number of baptisms, number of conversions and number of participants in 




An appointment was arranged with the Senior Pastors of both congregations 
during which and exhaustive interview was conducted about administrative policies and 
objectives paths to achieve unification. A copy of the questionnaire for this interview can 
be found in Appendix A.1. The Local Board of Directors (LBA) responded to a 
questionnaire with open and closed questions about the process leading to unification. 
This questionnaire was distributed at the monthly meeting of the Local Board of 
Administration meeting on the second Tuesday of every month and collected one week 
later. The questionnaire was written in English and Spanish. A copy of this questionnaire 
is available in Appendix A.2. The Directors of the local ministries (The Children’s 
Church, Youth Group, Women of Faith and Purpose, Men’s Group, and The Spiritual 
Formation Department, and the Board of Trustees) responded a survey designed to 
clarified points of agreement and disagreement regarding the form and structure of their 
respective ministries and discipleship. The local Church Pastor was in charge of 
distributing the survey to its directors. It was collected one week later. A bilingual copy 
of this survey is in Appendix A.3. The last group included members of DWC and 
VNWC. A questionnaire with open and closed questions was distributed to the group. 
The questions elicited opinions and perceptions about how the congregants perceived the 
unification process of these churches (shape and style of public worship, verbal, written, 
and visual communication, and management of multi-ethnic relations). The questionnaire 
was prepared in Spanish and English. This questionnaire is in Appendix A.4. 
Data Analysis 
All data collected for purposes of this dissertation was coded and analyzed in 
three different categories, a) fellowship and worship strategies; b) discipleship strategies; 
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and c) administrative strategies. Transcripts of the interviews and emails were printed, 
classified, and labeled according to the aforementioned categories.  All information 
originally written in Spanish has been translated into English.    
Generalizability 
  There is no other research project in the Wesleyan Church of the United States 
similar to this dissertation. There are no manuals or protocols that seeks to define healthy 
practices in the unification of churches of divergent cultural and ethnic origins. This 
dissertation is a pioneer in this field and can be used as a starting point for another study. 
Project Overview 
Chapter 2 reviews the biblical, historical, and missiological literature that 
provides the theological foundation of this dissertation. Chapter 3 explains and outlines 
the methodology used and establishes the parameters and criteria for the participants. 
Chapter 4 presents the findings that resulted from the data collected about healthy 






CHAPTER 2   
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
The biblical and theological foundation of this study rests on the concept that 
God’s desire is that all human beings of different ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious 
practices, work, live, and worship Him together in harmony. This harmony is possible 
only when they have a very close relationship with God and a willingness to be aligned to 
God’s plan and design for His very diverse creation.  By reviewing the current biblical, 
theological, and organizational literature and linking it to the four research questions on 
page six, I establish some critical parameters that will help define the philosophy and 
behavior of the church and its leaders regarding those practices that promote healthy 
mergers of diverse multiethnic and multicultural communities as they worship and carry 
out God's mission.  
Biblical Foundations 
This next section will examine the factors and practices that provide parameters to 
evaluate the success or failure of merging processes from a geo-biblical and ultimately 
contemporary perspective as it impacts the Vida Nueva DeKalb and DeKalb Wesleyan 
Church merger. Every project that humankind, including The Church, undertakes to exalt 
itself and not to glorify God is doomed to failure. In contrast, if humankind has the ability 
to be united in spite of their ethnic and cultural differences in a project to exalt their 
creator, this project will go in the right direction to be successfully aligned with the will 
of God. Following this line of thinking, if VNWC and DWC only unite their 
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congregations to magnify their organizations rather than glorify the kingdom of God, 
their effort will be in vain and will not be a healthy merger of the two churches. 
Genesis, Chapter 1 recounts when God did not just create just on human being, 
He created them as a communitarian species. In Genesis 2:18 God says, “It is not good 
that the man should be alone.” The Hebrew word used in this verse for “to be alone” is 
badad. The meaning of this word denotes to be separate, isolated.  In other words, God 
created human beings not to be alone and isolated but to coexist and work in community 
with others. The Bible describes how God created the first human beings through distinct 
methods and substantial differences. Adam, the first male human being, was created from 
the dust. God breathed into his nostrils the breath of life.  
On the other hand, Eve was created from a rib taken from Adam’s side after God 
put him into a deep sleep. When Adam sees Eve, his words referring to Eve were, “This 
is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh” (Genesis 2:23 ASV). Eve and Adam 
were created with some differences such as gender, biological structure, and cosmic 
vision.  God’s desire for the first inhabitants of the earth was that they should act and live 
together, not acting separately or isolated, because they are one, “It is not good that the 
man should be alone” (Genesis 2:18). Genesis reflects Adam’s words, referring to Eve in 
this regard: “this is now bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh” (Genesis 2:23). This is 
an expression of joy and acceptance that recognizes a common bond.  
The Bible describes how these early inhabitants lived in harmony with each other 
and how they had a great relationship with God their Creator until the sin of disobedience 
entered the scene. Missionaries Larisa and Abson Joseph say that “the central message of 
the Bible is the story of God the Creator and redeemer of humanity” (Joseph and Joseph 
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67). Jehovah had perfect communion with His creation until this harmony was broken 
with sin's entrance into the world when Adam and Eve disobeyed God by eating of the 
fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Because of this sin, the first humans 
were expelled from Eden, (Genesis 3:23). The Bible story relates that Adam accuses and 
blames his wife Eve as the person who influenced him to commit sin. There were no 
records of any problems about relationships, gender or ethnic-racial tension in Eden 
before sin appeared.  
It was not until after the fall of the human being that harmony was destroyed, and 
all kinds of problems began. The scholar Justo L. González in his book Breve Historia de 
las Doctrinas Cristianas, explains St. Augustine's doctrine about the fall. Gonzalez 
asserts 
in the beginning, everything that God made or created on earth and heaven was 
good and perfect. With God’s perfect creation, he provides human beings with 
free will. Exercising their will of action and thought, humankind fell and evil and 
sin appeared. The constant desire of human beings to do evil tempts God to 
destroy the entire human race. Thanks to God’s love and mercy, this did not take 
place and He did not destroy His creation (56).   
 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau in his book Social Contract or Principles of Political 
Rights proposes that “citizens are individuals who unite their wills into one general will 
that prevails over individual interests to benefit the common interest” (3).   Even with the 
bleak scenario described in Genesis about human descent, it seems that humanity, just as 
the Rousseau theory proposes, learned how-to live-in peace and even came to have 
projects that reflected a common interest - the Tower of Babel. This tower would be a 
permanent monument that exalted the pride of humankind as above all others. Genesis, 
Chapter 11, shows how humans acted, worked together, and even spoke one language at 
the time, although in his heart, man was far from seeking to please the only true God. He 
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thus decided to exercise his free will, full of pride, and wanted to erect a tower that would 
reach heaven. His desire was to leave a legacy that exalted the power of the human being 
rather than giving glory to God. This act angered God. He confused their language and 
dispersed the humans from the city of Babel or Babylon throughout the rest of the world. 
This huge migration, as divine intervention, was the beginning of the different ethnic 
groups (ta ethne), tribes, tongues, and nations in and around the world. God was angered 
not because the human being sinned by working together with a single purpose, He was 
angered because the purpose behind this project was a product of the sins of pride and 
vanity. It is important to remember that God saw that it was not good for the human being 
to be alone, he created him to be a community entity. Any merger that focuses on the self 
rather than the good of the community that is served, is doomed to failure if we take the 
Tower of Babylon as an example of human aggrandizement and vanity.  
 Israel: The People of God as an Open Door to Bind All Ethnic Groups 
God as Father and loving Creator seeks to restore harmony to humanity. God, in 
His divine sovereignty, chooses Abraham not in a capricious way but with a mission in 
His heart to bless all nations of the earth through him, "I will bless those who bless you, 
and the one who curses you I will curse; and in you all the families of the earth shall be 
blessed" (Genesis 12:3 NRSVCE). The Hebrew word used to define "family" is ִפִשמ  ָהחָּ
(mishpachah) whose connotation means lineage, kindred, tribe, generation, people, and 
nations. Bauckham says if Genesis highlights the election of Abraham, Exodus exposes 
Israel as the only nation created by God Himself to fulfill the promise made to Abraham 
about being the father of a great nation (Bauckham 36).  
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In Exodus, Chapter 34:6a, God describes himself as a God of love and mercy - 
“Yahweh! The Lord! - The God of compassion and mercy! I am slow to anger and filled 
with unfailing love and faithfulness” (NLT). The Lord has shown his love for his creation 
and always wants to be in good harmony with it. God in His sovereignty and as a sign of 
love for His creation, choose from among all peoples and nations one man from the land 
of Ur of Chaldea called Abram. Genesis Chapter 12 provides a record of the conversation 
between God and Abram, renamed after his conversation with God as Abraham (father of 
the multitudes). God makes a wonderful announcement through Abraham. The Lord 
would make a great nation and, through Abraham the Lord will bless all the ethnic groups 
and nations on earth. This covenant will be confirmed by God to Moses in Exodus 6:7-8. 
I will take you as my own people, and I will be your God. Then you will know 
that I am the Lord your God, who brought you out from under the yoke of the 
Egyptians. (8) And I will bring you to the land I swore with uplifted hand to give 
to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob. I will give it to you as a possession. I am the 
Lord. (NIV) 
 
The importance of this covenant announces that Israel will be the nation that becomes a 
bridge between all nations and their Creator, restoring peace, harmony, and unity with 
God.  Yahweh The Lord not only chooses the Israelites as His people, but also as a 
gateway for other nations to have a harmonious coexistence between nations and with 
their Creator. The Israelites become the catalyst that opens God’s blessings to all nations. 
Numbers 9:14 clearly states that if a foreigner wishes to participate in the religious 
festivals that the Israelites practice, they need to follow, in name and spirit, the same 
regulations that those religious festivals demand. “A foreigner residing among you is also 
to celebrate the Lord’s Passover in accordance with its rules and regulations. You must 
have the same regulations for both the foreigner and the native-born” (NIV). We find in 
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the Old Testament, passages where God blesses those who live in harmony, when they 
gather together as one people to worship and exalt the one and only God. One of these 
passages is Psalm 133. This Psalm emphasizes the unity of God's people, comparing 
them with the ritual of anointing the High Priest Aaron with oil. The anointing oil 
represents the presence of the Spirit of God in him. Ezekiel 39:29 we read about a future 
day when the ointment descends upon Aaron, so God will pour out His Spirit. Psalm 133 
highlights how the blessings of God fall upon humanity when it meets and acts as one 
being and seeks to please their Creator: “How good and pleasant it is when God’s people 
live together in unity! For there the Lord bestows his blessing, even life forevermore” 
(Psalm 133:1, NIV). 
 From this biblical example, we can see that in today’s society, we are faced with 
similar challenges. Just as Abraham did with the Israelites, we must try to unify and 
welcome people of different ethnic, racial, and cultural expressions in order to provide a 
positive example of successful merging practices. In the Bible verses Leviticus 19:33 and 
Numbers 9:14, God instructed the Jewish people to love and deal justly with the stranger 
and to give him the same treatment as that given to any national if the foreigner wants to 
establish himself with them. Similarly, if a stranger wanted to participate in religious 
festivals, such as the Passover of the Lord, they could do so if, just like any Jew, the 
foreigner aligned himself with the statutes and regulations laid down for such 
celebrations or rituals. These indications were not an initiative of the Israelites, but rather 
a divine direction. The door for fellowship between foreigners and the universal Creator 
Lord in the Old Testament was open if they agreed to live under the ordinances that He 
had placed before the Jewish nation. This divine directive reminds us of what Paul T. 
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Culbertson and Orton Wiley say that humanity has only one common origin. The first 
human beings were Adam and Eve. All ethnic groups and peoples descended from them 
(Culbertson and Wiley 175). The apostle Paul recognized that it was God who made the 
world, including humanity. He said that from one man, God created all the nations of the 
earth (Acts 17: 25-26). In his speech, Paul used the Greek word ἔθνος, ους, τό (ethnos) 
whose connotation is people, nations, Gentiles, lineage (Strong 1484). It helps us to 
understand that all human beings, without distinction, originate in God and He is looking 
to have a relationship with them. This is precisely the goal of Vida Nueva Wesleyan 
Church and the DeKalb Wesleyan Church: to provide a door through which different 
ethnic groups, linguistic communities, and cultural practices can come together in order 
to develop a common healthy character and forge a new path by which new generations 
will not be afraid to embrace ethnic diversity and cultural difference in their expression of 
faith. By doing this future generations and local merging churches are creating a strong 
multiethnic foundation and lasting bond. 
Multiethnic Church in the New Testament 
If the Old Testament describes the Israelites as the bridge used by God to bring all 
nations to recognize Yahweh as the only true God, and as the only reconciler between 
nations and ethnic groups, then in the New Testament Jesus Christ becomes the ultimate 
bridge between God and the people of all nations and ethnicities. John 3:16 states that 
God loves the world and sent his only Son to rescue and save the world. The writer of the 
Gospel of John uses the Greek word “κόσμον” (Kos-mos) to refer to the inhabitants of the 
world. It means that God’s salvation plan includes all nations and all ethnicities, (ta 
ethne). The Apostle John goes even further in John 1:12-13 declares that those who 
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receive Jesus Christ and believe in Him, regardless of their ethnicity, will become 
signatories of the right to be children of God. These new believers in Christ have become 
the church of Christ. The Greek word used in the New Testament is ecclesia. Its 
connotation is a body or assembly of those who are called. Culbertson and Wiley 
describe the church as follows: “The church is also the body of Christ; thus, constitutes 
the mystical extension of nature from Him. Consequently, it consists only of those who 
have been participants of this nature” (408). 
 
Based on the definition of Culberson and Wiley, we can infer that the church is 
as much an administrative organization as a living entity. Acts 2 describes how a group of 
men and women followers of Jesus Christ were gathered praying, awaiting the coming of 
the Holy Spirit just as Jesus Christ requested in His ascension to heaven. Acts 2:8-10 says 
that when they were together at the same place and time. They received a visit from the 
Holy Spirit and with it the gift of speaking languages other than their mother tongue.  
And yet we hear them speaking in our own native languages! (9) Here we are—
Parthians, Medes, Elamites, people from Mesopotamia, Judea, Cappadocia, 
Pontus, the province of Asia, (10) Phrygia, Pamphylia, Egypt, and the areas of 
Libya around Cyrene, visitors from Rome (11) both Jews and converts to 
Judaism, Cretans, and Arabs. We hear these people speaking in our own 
languages about the wonderful things God has done! (NLT) 
 
If the episode narrated in the Old Testament about building the tower of Babel 
provokes the anger of God, and as a consequence God confuses their language, 
dispersing them around the world, then the verses of Acts 2:8-11 show how the arrival of 
the Holy Spirit brought together a crowd of people from various distant nations to hear 
the wonders of God in their own language. Most of them welcomed the message they 
heard. There is a new scenario in the New Testament announcing that now God's desire is 
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not to disperse and separate people by their language and culture, but rather seeks to 
reunite them to seek a rapprochement between them so His good news can be spread 
more effectively. 
Bilingual education, Ebonics, and other attempts to integrate and in many cases, 
assimilate other cultures into the dominant one was doomed to fail. We can see this in 
postcolonial expressions of nationhood and independence. Once upon a time, Hispanic 
parents only wanted their children to speak the language of the dominant culture, often 
their own identity was lost. Today, educational systems not only encourage people to 
learn other languages, they offer programs that allow second language learners to pursue 
degrees in their native tongue. For example, Asbury Theological Seminary offers the 
opportunity to pursue a bilingual doctoral degree in Preaching and Organizational 
Leadership and Wesley Seminary at Indiana Wesleyan University offers a Spanish 
Master of Divinity degree. These programs offer an opportunity for positive cultural and 
linguistic exchange and thus the possibility for increased mutual understanding, and the 
promotion of common values framed by Wesleyan Methodist theological teachings. If the 
Wesleyan Church wants to continue to grow, it must continue to learn to adapt to the 
reality that multiethnic communities are assuming more and more leadership roles in 
today’s society. By developing discipleship programs that acknowledge this leadership 
role, the Wesleyan Church ensures it relevance in an ever-changing world. 
 The Jewish people of the New Testament era lived among many nations and 
ethnic groups as part of the Roman Empire. Following the Book of Acts 2:8-10 the 
society was composed of three classes - Jews, Greco-Roman, and people from all over 
the ancient world, Barbarians. In consequence, the first community of believers was not 
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ethnically homogeneous.  The Church was composed of Greek- speaking Jews known as 
Hellenists and Aramaic-speaking Jews. This community of believers began to take shape 
after the powerful message of the Apostle Peter in Acts 2 where a crowd of about three 
thousand people received and welcome the Gospel of Jesus Christ and were baptized. 
This community of believers lived in harmony, sharing the teachings of the apostles, and 
even sharing generously their goods with those believers in need (Acts 2:41-48). The 
number of believers grew enormously, and the first conflict arises to threaten the 
harmonious coexistence.  
The conflict began when the group of Hellenic-Jewish believers complained that 
their widows’ food distribution was not being treated equally as the Aramaic-speaking 
Jews. The apostles, completely dedicated to teaching and preaching the Word that they 
received from Jesus Christ, proposed a solution to the conflict. The plan was to appoint 
seven men among the Hellenic community to be responsible for the ministry of charity. 
With this plan, the Apostles empowered the Hellenic community, giving them a sense of 
belonging by making them part of the leadership of the Church. In addition, the Apostolic 
College by addressing the needs of the Hellenics, assured that the developing church did 
not divide but learned how to work together without favoritism. By doing this they 
embraced the teachings of Jesus - that his disciples become one just as He and His Father 
are one (John 17:21-23).  
Diversity of the Church Beyond Jerusalem.  
Peter and Paul, two of the main apostles of the early Christian Church, had 
spiritual experiences that made them change their ways and thinking about the Gentile 
population. Aquiles Martínez (2006) draws a biographical profile of Paul, who was born 
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in the city of Tarsus, northeast of Palestine, between the years 5 and 10 of the first 
century. Paul grew up in Jerusalem for a while and studied under the great Rabbi 
Gamaliel I, which means that he had access to higher education. Paul was a scholar. He 
knew Greek philosophy and Greco-Roman rhetoric in addition to a mastery of several 
languages including Latin, Aramaic, Greek, and Hebrew among others. Paul, jealous of 
his Jewish religious customs, became a persecutor and murderer of Christians. This 
former murderer had an encounter with Jesus Christ and surrendered his life to Him. In 
Philippians 3:4-10, Paul describes how he placed his pride at Christ’s feet in order to 
know Him and experience the mighty power that raised him from the dead.  
I was circumcised when I was eight days old. I am a pure-blooded citizen of Israel 
and a member of the tribe of Benjamin—a real Hebrew if there ever was one! I 
was a member of the Pharisees, who demand the strictest obedience to the Jewish 
law. (6) I was so zealous that I harshly persecuted the church. And as for 
righteousness, I obeyed the law without fault. (7) I once thought these things were 
valuable, but now I consider them worthless because of what Christ has done. 
(NIV). 
 
All these characteristics that Paul possessed placed him at a disadvantage to engage with 
new Christians, especially with Gentile Christians. Once the Apostle Paul surrendered his 
life to Jesus Christ, all these barriers were no longer an obstacle. Other qualities become 
more important to Paul as a great influencer of Hellenic culture. Being a Roman citizen 
by birth and a polyglot helped him to develop a very prolific ministry to the Gentiles. 
Paul in Ephesians 2:14 presented Christ as the agent of peace who breaks down the walls 
of separation and hatred and creates of two people one community.  
Further on in Paul's ministry we see how his ministerial team was composed of 
multiethnic, cultural members. For example, Timothy was a born to a Jewish mother and 
Greek father. Timothy knew the Greek-Roman, and Jewish cultures first-hand, and 
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possibly spoke Latin, Greek, and Aramaic; the common Hebrew language spoken at the 
time. The Book of Act 4:36 cited another member of Paul’s team was Barnabas, a Levite 
from Cyprus, a Greek-speaking island located in the Eastern Mediterranean. Cyprus was 
a strategic place for commerce, military strategy, and political intrigue under the Roman 
Empire. Another multicultural member of Paul’s team was Titus, a Greek by birth and 
probably converted to Christianity at Antioch. He served twice as Paul’s ambassador to 
Corinth. We can see how Paul, guided by the Holy Spirit, strategically chooses a 
multiethnic cultural team that is friendlier and more willing to bring the gospel of Christ 
to the Gentile people. 
Paul and his ministerial team give us a great example of how inclusion, diversity, 
and multiethnic leadership should reflect the ethnic and linguistic community where they 
are going to serve. In order for DWC and VNWC to develop a healthy and effective 
merger, they cannot ignore the biblical model provided by Paul, Timothy, and Titus. By 
doing this, the Wesleyan Church is responding to the modern needs of a community that 
is constantly evolving both linguistically and ethnically. As a result, it promotes an 
efficient structure to express in a healthier y and culturally authentic way, the gospel 
according to Jesus Christ. 
The Church called to reconcile multiple ethnic groups through the message of Christ   
Acts 11 is the culmination of a larger story that begins in Chapter 8 with the 
persecution of Jerusalem Christians after Stephen's death (one of the first Hellenic 
Christian leaders of the early church). This persecution dispersed the believers throughout 
Judea and Samaria and helped to spread the Gospel throughout those regions. These 
events accelerate the fulfillment of the words of Jesus Christ given to His disciples in 
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Acts 1:8, “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will 
be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” 
(NIV).   
  Philip, one of the deacons chosen in Acts 6, started the evangelization of the 
Samaritans. When the Samaritan community received the gospel in Jerusalem, this 
caused both joy and amazement. The Jews considered this community an unclean nation. 
Robert B. Hughes and J. Carl Laney say that this rivalry originated after the reign of 
Solomon in 930 BC. Ten tribes of Jacob separated from the kingdom of Solomon’s 
successor, King Rehoboam, and formed their own nation which came to be known as 
Israel, or the Northern Kingdom. The two remaining tribes were known as Judah. In 722 
BC, Israel was conquered, and its people deported by the Assyrians. Part of the Israelite 
population was left behind on their own land with immigrants from other nations that had 
been conquered by Assyria. The remaining Israelites started mixing with those nations. 
The result of this ethnic and religious mix emerged as the Samaritan community. The 
South, which was conquered by the Babylonians one hundred and thirty-five years later, 
would retain its ethnic-religious identity because the Babylonian Empire was not in the 
habit of mingling with the population of conquered countries. When the people of Judah 
returned after seventy years of being held captive by the Babylonians, a string of conflicts 
between them deepened the hatred between both groups (Hughes and Laney 83).   
 Peter, unlike the Apostle Paul, is of Jewish birth from the region of Galilee. Peter 
was not an academically prepared person, but very early he became the leader of the 
apostles. The book of Acts of the Apostles tells how Peter, filled with the Holy Spirit, 
proclaims the gospel of Christ and how more than three thousand people received Christ 
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(Acts 2:41). The apostle Peter, being strictly Jewish, with little contact with people from 
other cultures, was not well received by the Gentiles and Samaritans. By the same token 
he was reluctant to get involved with cultures other than his own. 
 In Acts, Chapter 10, Peter was sent by the apostles in Jerusalem to the Gentile 
territory in the Caesarea area on the Mediterranean coast, about 60 miles northwest of 
Jerusalem. There, he met a Roman centurion named Cornelius who was part of the Italian 
regiment.  He and all his family were devout and God-fearing. He gave generously to 
those in need and prayed to God regularly. Cornelius had a vision where he was ordered 
by God to bring Peter to his house. “Your prayers [Cornelius] and gifts to the poor have 
come up as a memorial offering before God. Now send men to Joppa to bring back a man 
named Simon who is called Peter. He is staying with Simon the tanner; whose house is 
by the sea”. (Acts 10:4-6, NIV). The day after Cornelius had the vision, Peter also had 
one where he heard a voice twice saying “Get up, Peter. Kill and eat.” But because the 
animal was considered impure according to Jewish tradition, Peter refused to do it. 
However, the voice told him twice, “Do not call anything impure that God has made 
clean.” When he met with Cornelius and heard about his vision, Peter shared the word of 
God with him and understood that God had brought salvation not only to the Jewish 
people but to all humankind. The Bible, in Acts 10:34-36, recorded Peter's statement:  
I now realize how true it is that God does not show favoritism but accepts from 
every nation the one who fears him and does what is right. You know the message 
God sent to the people of Israel, announcing the good news of peace through 
Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all. (NIV) 
   
Later, while Peter was speaking, the Holy Spirit fell upon all who heard the 
message that the apostle espoused. Those who advocated for circumcision and who had 
come to question Peter, were astonished that the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured 
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out even to the Gentiles. For Hughes and Laney (507) this meeting between Peter and 
Cornelius is the catalyst that makes Peter understand his mission to spread the gospel to 
all the nations of the world according to Acts 1:8 "[…] you will receive power when the 
Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea 
and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth."  
 When Peter returned to Jerusalem after his missionary journey, Luke, the writer of 
Acts relates that a group of Jewish believers, questioned Peter about his interaction with 
the Gentiles. “You went into the house of uncircumcised men and ate with them” (Acts 
11:3 NIV). Simon J. Kistemaker says that when Luke uses the word believers in the book 
of Acts, he is referring not to the whole Jewish nation but to Christian Jews both in 
Jerusalem and the Christian Jews throughout the Jewish diaspora. It is important to note 
that Luke, being a Gentile, sees the Church in Jerusalem as the church of circumcised 
Christians (280). In the previous section I explained why Jews and Samaritans hated each 
other. Now By entering Cornelius’ house and sharing food with him and other Gentiles, 
Peter breaks Mosaic law by mingling with non-Jews.  This religious and cultural custom 
began in the Old Testament when God made His covenant with Abraham in Genesis 
17:9-13.  
[…] As for you, you must keep my covenant, you and your descendants after you 
for the generations to come. (10) This is my covenant with you and your 
descendants after you, the covenant you are to keep: Every male among you shall 
be circumcised. (11) You are to undergo circumcision, and it will be the sign of 
the covenant between me and you. (12) For the generations to come every male 
among you who is eight days old must be circumcised, including those born in 
your household or bought with money from a foreigner – those who are not your 
offspring. (13) Whether born in your household or bought with your money, they 





Peter explained why he did it. Some Jewish Christians seemed to understand that 
Christ's message was also for the Gentiles. Jewish Christians were faced with a new 
phase of the early church: the entrance of Gentiles into membership. Jews no longer had a 
monopoly on the grace of God because God had also invited the Gentiles to be full 
participants in His grace.  
An example of respect for the culture beyond the religious imposition  
The Jewish Christians in Jerusalem did not find this situation objectionable. They 
did not object to the people in the house of Cornelius fearing God, but rather, they 
thought that Gentiles should be circumcised (Keener 352). The problem was not that 
Peter preached to the Gentiles, but rather, that he ate with Gentiles who were considered 
impure by other Jews. It was common to believe that Jews avoided all social contact with 
those who were not circumcised. Smith explains that even though Christian Jews were 
willing to accept sharing the gospel with the non-circumcised, they were not yet ready to 
enter into a full relationship with them 
As we move along into the book of Acts, we will find that Peter went down to 
Antioch and he was eating with the Gentiles until certain brethren from Jerusalem 
came down. And then Peter separated himself because of the feelings that they 
had still of eating with Gentiles, and it caused a division in the church of Antioch 
for which Paul rebukes him. And Paul refers to that in the book of Galatians. 
(Smith C. 2000)  
  
The apostle Paul, called the Apostle to the Gentiles, vigorously antagonized this 
group of Christian Jews who want to impose circumcision upon those Gentiles who 
embrace Christ. He called them, in his letter to the Galatians, bewitched and idiots 
(Galatians 3:1). The controversy continued until the issue was discussed at the first 
council of the Church recorded in Acts 15. The council gave Peter the opportunity to take 
the floor as a firsthand witness, and he related to the audience how God has manifested 
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His presence in the Gentile people and how God made him understand that He is God of 
Gentile believers as well as the Jews. Later in this council, Paul and Barnabas testified to 
how God worked wonders among the Gentiles. These two interventions were critical to 
resolve the conflict. James, being the president of the council, promulgated the following 
agreement in Acts 15:14-18: 
Listen to me. Simon has described to us how God first intervened to choose a 
people for his name from the Gentiles. (15) The words of the prophets agree with 
this, as it is written: After this I, will return and rebuild David’s fallen tent. Its 
ruins I will rebuild, and I will restore it, that the rest of mankind may seek the 
Lord, even all the Gentiles who bear my name, says the Lord, who does these 
things known from long ago. It is my judgment, therefore, that we should not 
make it difficult for the Gentiles who are turning to God. Instead we should write 
to them, telling them to abstain from food polluted by idols, from sexual 
immorality, from the meat of strangled animals and from blood. (NIV)  
 
At the end of the council, messengers came from different regions to proclaim, 
among the Jewish and Gentile community of believers, all the agreements reached in the 
council. The news was welcomed. Everything indicates that the agreements reached 
managed to consolidate the church. The Gospel continued to be preached and Christians 
continued to grow in number, strengthening their faith. Judas and Silas were also 
preachers. “They preached to the Christians and helped them to become stronger in faith. 
Paul and Barnabas stayed in Antioch. With the help of many others, they preached and 
taught the Word of God” (Acts 14:22, NLT). Ethnic and cultural barriers were broken, 
echoing the words of the apostle Paul in Ephesians 2:14-17: 
We have peace because of Christ. He has made the Jews and those who are not 
Jews one people. He broke down the wall that divided them. (15) He stopped the 
fighting between them by His death on the cross. He put an end to the Law. Then 
He made of the two people one new kind of people like Himself. In this way, He 
made peace.  (16) He brought both groups together to God. Christ finished the 
fighting between them by His death on the cross.  (17) Then Christ came and 
preached the Good News of peace to you who were far away from God. And He 




The nascent Church led by the Holy Spirit embraced a multiethnic and 
multicultural coexistence between believers. The Holy Spirit led the leaders of the 
Church to implement a model to teach and proclaim the Gospel. This was done not with 
the intention to assimilate the Gentiles to the Judeo-Christian culture, but to present the 
gospel of Christ to all nations. The Gospel promotes respect for ethnic and cultural 
differences by highlighting the points that unite them, underscoring one faith, one 
baptism, and one Lord, just like St. Augustine said “In necesaris unitas, in dubiis libertas 
in omnibus caritas” [In the essential unit, in doubt, freedom, in everything, charity]. A 
healthy practice that promotes a multicultural ministry such as VNWC and DWC are 
pursuing, must include a discipleship system that cultivates and promotes an open mind, 
inclusion, acceptance, and interaction among different cultures and ethnicities.  
Theological Foundations 
Missiology   
One of the most anticipated acts Christian believers wait for is the day when they 
will all be together before the presence of God, worshiping him. Revelation 5:9-10 shows 
how the roles change for two people from different ethnic groups and languages from 
being a passive spectator in Acts 2, to a participant, protagonist of praise to the Lamb of 
God in heaven. 
They sang a new song, saying, it is right for You to take the book and break its 
locks. It is because You were killed. Your blood has bought men for God from 
every family and from every language and from every kind of people and from 
every nation.  (10) You have made them to be a holy nation of religious leaders to 
work for our God. They will be the leaders on the earth. (NLV). 
 
People from all over the world praising God is what the Gospel teaches. To understand 
how this can be possible, it is necessary to look at God’s mission for humanity. David 
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Bosch defined the Mission of the Church as a “Mission of God” (Missio Dei) where God 
reveals Himself, His love and care for the world that He has created.  God calls the 
Church to join and participate in the mission to establish the Kingdom of God here on 
earth (Bosch, 2011). Christopher Wright describes the relationship between the mission 
of God and the church as follows: It is not so much the case that God has a mission for 
His church in the world, but that God has a church for His mission in the world. Mission 
was not made for the church; the church was made for God's mission (154).  
Both Bosch and Wright agree in the sense that the Church is called as an entity to 
be a performer of the Missio Dei. We need to understand the nature of this mission and 
how it develops. John 3:16 is a biblical passage that provides a general and strong 
overview of the motivation that moves God to embrace His mission, rescuing and 
showing His love for humankind. “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and 
only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life” (NIV). 
God’s love for His creation is the catalyst that pushes Him to design His mission to 
release the world from darkness and bring humanity into a good relationship with Him. 
God the Heavenly Father entrusts and sends His only begotten son Jesus to deliver and 
proclaim the message of the Gospel and the good news of the Kingdom to His people. 
The climax of this mission finds a place within the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross, giving 
His life for the forgiveness of mankind’s sins, and thus restores the relationship between 
God and humanity.  
Those who have accepted Christ as their Redeemer and Lord are known as 
disciples. Jesus Christ Himself empowered His disciples to be performers of God’s 
mission to establish the Kingdom of God here on Earth along with restoring the 
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harmonious relationship between the Father, the Creator, and His creation. Matthew 
28:19-20 delineates the Mission for the Christian Church, highlighting these major areas: 
a) making new disciples; b) baptizing new believers; and c) transmitting and teaching 
new believers to obey the good news of the Kingdom of God. This task would be 
impossible for the Church without direct intervention from God to carry out that mission. 
To accomplish this mission, the Holy Spirit comes and plays a huge role, empowering the 
Church with the abilities and resources that the Church needs to be successful: “But you 
will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8).  
We can understand the mission of God as the act of sending and being sent. God 
the Father sends His Son into the world. Jesus leaves His heavenly place and comes to 
the world and becomes one of us (Philippians 2:5-11). After His earthly ministry, Jesus 
Christ empowered and sent His Church to continue the mission all over the world (Acts 
1:8). Sidney Rooy, explains how the church has been adopted their role in the Missio Dei 
according to its historical context:  
In each period of the history of the Church, Christians have their own vision of 
the biblical foundations of the mission. Different visions correcting the 
shortcomings of the previous ones, have cumulative value, and are judged and 
enrich each other. We describe the different approaches of reality as "paradigms," 
worldviews. The ecclesiastical traditions and congregations are inserted into 
broader historical frameworks that profoundly affect the way in which we 
interpret God's mission. (3) 
  
Rooy helps us to understand that God's mission is not static. It does not have a unique 
interpretation. The Church interprets it and assumes the historical framework, the role 
that the Church plays at that juncture. The early Church is the consequence of the 
diaspora preaching of the message of Christ within a geographical context: Jerusalem, 
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Judea, and Samaria. The book of the Acts of the Apostles later describes how the Apostle 
Paul extends the mission to the Gentile world. In the 15th century the Christian Church 
(included Catholic and Protestant Church) concentrated its missionary efforts in Europe. 
With the discovery of the new world, the ‘Americas’, missionary movement becomes a 
new field. 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church Missio Dei 
Both DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church 
(VNWC) understand how their historical context has changed greatly since the day both 
churches were planted. In 1967, the year when DeKalb Wesleyan Church was 
established, DeKalb County was predominantly mono-ethnic: mostly Anglo European 
descendants. The mission at the time was to reach this population. Thirty-three years later 
in the year 2000, Iglesia Vida Nueva DeKalb was established with the mission to bring 
the Gospel to an emerging Hispanic, immigrant community. The primary mission of 
these two congregations remains the same: both churches are committed to bringing the 
good news of Jesus Christ to DeKalb County.  
What has changed is the ethnic demographics of the county. Today we have a 
multi-ethnic city. Both congregations need to modify or redirect their ministries to reach 
this new community. In obedience to the voice of God, wanting to be better and more 
effective in carrying out God's mission, DWC and VNWC seek the best practices to work 
as a single congregation reaching their community with Christ’s message as Acts 1:8 
states. It is not necessary to travel thousands of miles to a faraway country to reach out to 
non-believers. DeKalb County population are from all over the world live in this 
community. They are in the neighborhood, schools, universities, and in the labor force. 
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Today, Judea, Jerusalem and the ends of the world are in this city. The website, 
www.census.gov, says that although the number of Anglo European persons living in 
DeKalb County dropped twice between the years of 2010 and 2015 and that segment of 
the population decreased by 7.3%, other ethnicities have increased their population in the 
last five years. For example: Hispanics increased by 5%, African American increased by 
0.5%, and all other Ethnicities by 2.5%.  
 
 
Fig. 2.1. City of DeKalb Demographic Statistical Population 
 
The same scenario is occurring in the rest of the nation. The United States Census 
of 2010 projects that three ethnic groups are growing in the United States:  the Asian 
community with a 213% increase, the Hispanic population with an increase of 188%, 
followed by the African American population with 71%, and Anglo Euro- descendants 
with a 32.4% growth. Together both congregations, DWC and VNWC, need to maximize 
their strengths and minimize their weaknesses. By joining forces, our ministry has better 
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served our community but will be better prepared to serve future generations in a very 
complex ethnic mosaic. 
Regarding this new demographic map of our County it is necessary to ask the 
question, what part will DWC and VNWC play in God’s mission to reach an increasingly 
diverse community? Gonzalez and Cardoza clarified the role of the church in God's 
mission: "The Church was born, is supported, and transformed by the mission of God. At 
the same time, the Church is an active subject in that mission. The Church discerns, 
discovers, and participates in God's activity in the world" (14). If the Church can discern 
and be transformed by God's mission, this is the “kairos” (God’ timing) for DWC and 
VNWC to be transformed as a strong, united, multiethnic church, able to carry out the 
mission to impact with the Gospel their ethnically diverse population in DeKalb, Illinois.  
The incarnate God is moving His Church from the inside to the outside. 
  The apostle Paul could not find better words to describe the incarnate and the true 
God in Philippians 2:7-8, than the following: "but made himself nothing, taking the form 
of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. (8) And being found in human form, he 
humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a cross" 
(ESVUK). Culbertson and Wiley say the incarnation was necessary as the basis for the 
redemptive work of Christ. Logos could not experience human feelings and emotions due 
to not having a human heart (224). Again, we see God bringing out His mission: God 
incarnates Himself to redeem His creation and thus restore a harmonious relationship 
with those that have been His since the beginning. God dwells among His creation; He is 
not far from them; He came down to identify Himself with His creation. Jesus Christ is 
the one who breaks social, political, cultural, and religious patterns and invites His 
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followers to do the same. The Holy One par excellence is called a friend of thieves and 
prostitutes. He talks to a Samaritan woman in broad daylight. His hands touch lepers, 
men considered impure in their day. For these reasons, upon reading Acts 10-11, we can 
understand why God allows The Gospel and salvation to come to the Gentiles initially in 
the home of Cornelius.  
As God descended to earth with the mission to set His creation free from the 
kingdom of darkness, it was necessary for Peter, on behalf of the early Church of Christ, 
to go to the house of this Gentile to bring salvation. During the early eighties, El 
Salvador, a Central American country being torn apart by civil war, Monsignor Arnulfo 
Romero, Archbishop of El Salvador, concluded that the only way the Church could 
become the true people of God was in coming nearer to the people. The institutional 
Church needs to be incarnated, to come closer to the people to be able to understand the 
pain, struggles, joys, and triumphs of humanity instead of being alien and distant in their 
temples (Ellacuria 81). The passage from Acts 11:1-18 presents to us, in a visible way, 
the concept of Monsignor Romero.  
Peter put aside all religious prejudices, broke all the habits ingrained in his 
people, and drew near, and became receptive to communion with Gentiles who believe in 
Christ incarnated. Peter not only met Cornelius in his house, he met God – the God of all 
cultures, all ethnic groups, and all languages. Ellacuria recalls the words of St. Irenaeus, 
"if Christ is Savior for His divine status, He is Savior for His flesh, for His historical 
incarnation, for 'taking shape' among men" (Ellacuria 183). It is the church that needs to 
embrace the mission of God and break down the barriers and prejudices that separate 
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humanity from the love of God. At the end of our days, we will see the fulfillment of 
Revelation 7:9-10: 
After this I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no man could number, 
from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the 
throne and before the Lamb, clothed in white robes, with palm branches in their 
hands, (10) and crying out with a loud voice, “Salvation belongs to our God who 
sits upon the throne, and to the Lamb! (RSVCE) 
 
The church’s mission begins right here, in the community of faith and the geo-
demographic community. Archbishop Arnulfo Romero on the Occasion of the Conferral 
of a Doctorate, Honoris Causa by the University of Louvain, Belgium, February 2, 1980 
said, “The Church has not only incarnated herself in the world of the poor, giving them 
hope, she has also firmly committed herself to their defense” (4). The words of Romero 
implied that the Church needs to leave the temple to approach the world and experience 
the pain and the needs that our neighbors experience in their daily lives. In agreement 
with Archbishop Romero the mission of the church is not inside of our temples, the 
mission is to reach our world for Jesus Christ. 
Embracing Christ's mission as a local church.  
For the past four years, the pastor of Iglesia Vida Nueva DeKalb has been praying 
with the Anglo pastor of the DeKalb Wesleyan Church. They concluded if their churches 
wanted to reach their county for Christ, it could not be done just by one mono- ethnic 
local church alone. These two congregations understand that both local congregations are 
under God's blessing and both have made a lot of effort to evangelize the unbelievers in 
their community. The reality shows that this great effort is not enough to reach all people 
of all ethnicities in our county. VNWC has a largely Hispanic population and many 
bicultural families. Their spiritual needs were not being efficiently fulfilled.  The concern 
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of many English-speaking people at VNWC was that they did not understand the 
dynamics of what was happening in the congregation because of the language. On one 
hand, DWC has a young population of high school age students, who need a very strong 
youth ministry. On the other hand, VNWC has a very strong, bilingual and bicultural 
youth group. The lead pastors of both congregations decided to start working together. 
The first steps taken were to combine both youth groups and become one ministry. The 
reason why this group has been chosen is because they are more open to multi-ethnic 
relationships. They are already exposed to multicultural interaction in their schools.  
 The decision to become a multicultural church has not been an easy task. We are 
still in the learning process to understand that together as one church we can be more 
efficient in fulfilling God's mission. Even though our congregations are united by their 
faith in Jesus Christ. They are culturally diverse and willing to use these differences to 
reach those who are unreached and look for a place where they can express their faith in 
our community. 
Multiethnic Discipleship as part of God's mission 
Re-reading Matthew 28:19-20, demonstrates that multiethnic and multicultural 
discipleship is a very important component in God's mission to reach people from every 
tribe and nation. Derwin L. Gray defines discipleship as  
not knowing more information about Jesus but knowing Jesus and being 
transformed into His image through the constant exposure of the Gospel in the 
context of a local church. Jesus’ life and mission becomes ours by faith in Him 
and inspires His followers through the power of the Holy Spirit (175). 
 
Santes Beatty, Multicultural Director of The Wesleyan Church, on his official 
website, says “the Church needs to evaluate the discipleship objectives and their 
structures to fosters ethnic accommodation rather than cultural assimilation. By so doing 
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the church promotes egalitarian relationships rather than hierarchical ones”. Alex 
Murashko, in his article “Pastor of Multi-Ethnic Church Gives 8 Reasons, Remedies for 
Discipleship Problem” believes that the Church has a discipleship problem teaching only 
the Homogenous Unit Principle. This principle explains that we all are equal in God eyes, 
but does not take into consideration ethnicity, cultural identification, and languages 
differences. It produces instead a theology of comfort, conformity, and consumerism. 
What Murashko proposes is to teach people that Jesus creates one multiethnic, blood-
bought community that is on mission with Him as Paul wrote in Ephesians: 
For he himself is our peace, who has made the two groups one and has destroyed 
the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, by setting aside in his flesh the law with 
its commands and regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new 
humanity out of the two, thus making peace. (Ephesians 2:14-15)  
 
In the New Testament Jesus Christ taught and empowered a group of leaders, the 
Apostles, entrusting them to continue and spread His teaching model with the new 
believers. In 2 Timothy 2:2, Paul said that he embraced Christ’s teaching and charged one 
of his disciples, Timothy, to continue this mission and to make disciples of the new 
believers based on everything that Timothy had learned from Paul.  
The Wesleyan Church through its Church Multiplication and Discipleship 
Department (CMAD) has opened a door to include its leaders in a multicultural 
discussion through different sessions designed to be a Learning Lab where leaders meet 
in groups and have an opportunity to talk specifically about their church and their 
ministry models. These sessions are free and open to denominational leaders. Some of the 
discussion topics covered are: a) multiethnic worship; b) homogeneous church 
transitions; c) diversifying staff; d) two churches, one building; e) multiethnic next gen 
ministries; f) planting multiethnicity; and g) multiethnic conversation strategies.  
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VNWC and DWC, have decided to use the book written by Mark DeYmaz 
entitled Multiethnic Conversations, An Eight-Week Journey Toward Unity in Your 
Church. This material has been shared with the Local Board of Administration and others 
key leaders as well. For eight weeks, guided by the material of this book, the leaders got 
engaged in a multiethnic conversation, helped the participants to become familiar with 
the new multicultural ministry models resulting from the unification of both churches. 
Both Pastors also preached a series of sermons based on the Book of Acts that teaches 
local congregations about how to be unified in an ethnically diverse community.  
 
Merging Experiences in The Wesleyan Church   
 The history of the Wesleyan Church in the United States as a denomination shows 
a constantly changing transformation in response to its commitment to the Missio Dei. 
This transformation process includes splits and alliances with different denominations 
and in the process developing an identity and efficiently fulfilling God’s mission for the 
denomination. These adjustments, made throughout this process, have made the church 
more dynamic, strong, effective, and relevant in today’s world and for future generations. 
The first split occurred in 1842 after a group of pastors and local churches, led by Rev. 
Orange Scott, Rev. Jotham Horton, and Rev. La Roy Sunderland, withdrew from the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. The main reason for this withdrawal was their strong stance 
against slavery and a demand for a more representative church government. From May 
31 to June 7 in 1843 in Utica New York, a group of thirty-five ministers and 117 laymen 
from nine states made up of Methodist Protestants, Protestant Episcopal, Reformed 
Methodists, Primitive Methodists, Congregational Methodists, Free-Will Baptists, 
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Congregationalists and Christians, gave birth to a new denomination named the Wesleyan 
Methodist Connection (Haines and Thomas p.150).  
Rev. Orange Scott served as president of their first Convention. The name was 
later changed to The Wesleyan Methodist Church in America. The second major merging 
process takes place on June 26, 1968, The Pilgrim Holiness Church and The Wesleyan 
Methodist Church of America were united to form The Wesleyan Church. The Merging 
General Conference was held in Anderson Indiana increased a) the membership and 
financial strength of the church, b) the number of leaders, and c) the strength of the 
organization with national and international recognition (p.151).   
Merging of The Kentucky and Tennessee District.  
 The Wesleyan Church discipline describes a District as a grouping of churches 
created by the authority of the General Conference, within the churches, among the 
ministers and members of The Wesleyan Church, (Discipline; Part III-1000). In May 05, 
2012 after many discussions, the District of Kentucky and Tennessee celebrated a 
merging conference where they voted and approved merging both Districts into one. The 
delegates of this Merging District Conference Elected Dr. Marlin R. Hotle, as a district 
superintendent of the new Kentucky-Tennessee District of The Wesleyan Church. Along 
with Dr. Hotle they also elected one Assistant District Superintendent from the former 
Kentucky District, and a Hispanic District Assistant from Tennessee as a part of the 
administrative team (wesleyan.org).  The General Superintendent for the North America 
Conference of The Wesleyan Church chaired the Merging District Conference. The 
Chair- President of the conference, Jerry Pence addressed the delegation of this meeting 
with these words:  
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This merger represents fresh passion and commitment for spreading hope and 
holiness, especially in underserved cities and communities of Kentucky and 
Tennessee where people are waiting for the message of transforming grace Christ 
has given us to offer. It was a privilege to be part of the process of inspiring new 
vision and building unity to create this promising new district. (Pence)  
 
 On October 18, 2016, in an interview by email of Aaron P. Sherman, the new 
District Superintendent of Tennessee- Kentucky District, explained the reason why these 
two districts decided to merge  
The Tennessee District was in danger of collapse due to several poor choices in 
the past and poor financial leadership. They requested to merge with Kentucky to 
achieve greater stability. One of the biggest challenges to overcome in this 
process was the lack of proper investigation and disclosure on the front end by 
those leading the merger. This led to a culture of fear and mistrust across the 
Kentucky District as previously unknown serious problems in the former TN 
District became known after the merger was complete. This merging process 
benefitted the missionary character of the new District. At first, survival and 
damage control were needed to keep the entire District afloat. After two years, 
however, with significant changes in upper leadership in the District, it became 
apparent that the newly merged District indeed would be stronger together than 
each one working independently. (Sherman) 
 
Merging the Indiana Central and Northern Indiana District 
 The Wesleyan Church reported in their website Wesleyan.org that after years of 
meetings discussing a merger, the Indiana Central District and Indiana Northern District, 
on February 20, 2016, celebrated their merging district conference where they cast votes. 
The Indiana Central District voted in favor of merger with 72%. In the Indiana, Northern 
District Conference, the delegates approved the merging process with 92% of the votes to 
merge with the Indiana Central District. The name adopted for the new merging district is 
the Crossroad District. They elected Dr. Mark Gorveatte as District- Superintendent. On 
Saturday June 25, the Crossroad District began their new ministry.  Gorveatte in his 
acceptance speech said:  
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The missional impulse in creating this new district is to build a strong foundation 
for great impact. There are more than three million Hoosiers who have no 
religious affiliation. Our challenge is to make more and better disciples. May God 
grant his favor and anointing as we passionately pursue this cause!” (Gorveatte, 
2016)  
 
 In an interview, Mark Gorveatt, District Superintendent of The Crossroads 
District, explained the main reason why Indiana Central District and Indiana Northern 
District merged.  
They merged to achieve a critical mass that would allow the addition of 
specialized staff, more funding in church planning, and revitalization rather than 
just administrative services. In the process, they challenged their attachment to the 
status quo and the fear of the unknown (same as most change initiatives). The tide 
turned with votes of 70% in favor from Indiana Central and 90% in favor from 
Indiana North. The merging team was explicit that the only good motivation to 
merge was if it would help to more effectively reach the three million non-
believers in our region. We challenged ourselves to plant one hundred new 
kingdom communities in the next ten years to reach the unaffiliated. (Gorveatt)  
 
Merging Monoethnic Department of The Wesleyan Church.  
 On June 27, 2014, the headquarters of the Wesleyan Church made the 
announcement about changes to how the different monoethnic ministry departments 
would operate. The African American, Hispanic, and Asian ethnic ministries would 
merge as one multi-ethnic ministry under the authority of The Church Multiplication and 
Discipleship (CMAD). Santes Betis was appointed director of the new multi-ethnic 
ministry. According to CMAD official website the new ministry under Betis leadership 
will function under six core commitments; 1) Calling people to pray; 2) Casting the 
vision; 3) Connecting catalysts; 4) Coaching leaders; 5) Collaborating with credible 
resources; and 6) Creating regional teams.  
On July 2017, in Marion, Indiana the multiethnic ministry of the Wesleyan 
Church hosting by Indiana Wesleyan University celebrated their family camp call 
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Renuevo (Renewal in English). Betis was the main speaker of the camp and he had the 
opportunity to explain to over 500 Hispanic and multiethnic people the six cores 
commitment of the multiethnic ministry of The Wesleyan Church:  
1- Calling People to Prayer: He believes in the complete dependence on the Holy 
Spirit 
 
2-  Casting Vision: Betis hoped the vision would constantly find ways to keep 
the multi-ethnic ministry in front of district leaders and pastors. Different 
dynamics are at play. Some churches would be transitioning their mono-ethnic 
church into a multi-ethnic one, while for others it would be planting or 
revitalizing multi-ethnic churches. The goal for the new department is to reach 
each leader in their milieu and to move them from where they are to where 
they'd like to be 
 
3- Connecting Catalysts. The new department is charged with finding ways to 
connect catalytic leaders throughout a network where people's resources and 
gifts are connected to the needs within the denomination 
 
4- Coaching Leaders. Whether one-on-one or in mid-sized gatherings, there 
would be regional and district events designed to inspire the leaders in this 
movement 
 
5- Collaborating with Credible Resources. Betis says there is much our 
denomination does well, however there are some places where others are 
farther along or have partnerships and resources already in place that would 
yield positive results 
 
6- Creating Regional Teams. Five regional teams make up of the West, 
Mountain Plains, Great Lakes, Southeast and Northeast. Each team would 
serve their region and partner with our Multiethnic Ministry (MEM) team to 
provide the first five priorities listed above and will be charged with three 
things: a) Recognize the top needs in the region, and the top two needs for 
each district; b) Mobilize to create short and long-term strategies to meet those 
needs; and c) Discover their strengths and the unique contribution their region 
can make to the rest of the denomination. (Betis) 
 
Multiethnic Local Churches in the Wesleyan Church.  
  The General Secretary of the Wesleyan Church is the institutional office 
responsible for collecting data generated by the local churches and providing the official 
statistics of The Wesleyan Church nationwide. The statistics show that in the last decades 
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the numbers of white churches are decreasing. In 2005, the Wesleyan Church had 1506 
white churches representing 87% of all local churches national wide. Ten years later in 
2015 the statistics shows that white churches are at 79.9%, a decrease of 7.4%. This 
means that the Wesleyan Church lost 183 white, local churches. A different scenario 
occurs with non-white and multi-ethnic churches in the past decade. The mono-ethnic, 
non-White churches show an increase in their numbers from 224 in 2005 to 338 in 2015. 
This shows an increase of 7% with 338 local churches now being 20.4% of all the 
Wesleyan churches in the United States. The multi-ethnic churches showed gigantic 
increases in this same period, showing an increase of 30% during this period. In 2005, 
there were only 65 multi-ethnic churches. In 2015, the number was 104. The number of 
multi-ethnic churches went from 3.8% to 6.3% of all local Wesleyan churches in the 
United States, according with the General Secretary’s Office of The Wesleyan Church 
website.   
 Unfortunately, The General Secretary’s office does not have up to date records of 
how many churches have transitioned from mono-ethnic churches to multicultural 
churches. Neither does this office have official data on how many churches have closed 
because they have merged with other congregations to become a new local church. The 
above statistics show a continuing trend: white churches are in decline and multiethnic or 
monoethnic, nonwhite congregations are in constant growth. This trend shows no 
indication of slowing down in the near future. 
 According to past historical documents of the Wesleyan Church, there have been 
various processes of unification between local Wesleyan churches and among 
organizations inside and outside of the Wesleyan denomination. This past process of 
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unification has been oriented towards strengthening the organization, through the 
maximization of their resources and minimization of their weaknesses. The past ruptures 
and divisions were caused by the incompatibility of ideologies, vision, and the way the 
Gospel was interpreted in practice (Hines and Thomas 151). A healthy practice for 
VNWC and DWC and other churches who enter into a process of unification with other 
multiethnic, multilingual, ministries, is to evaluate and define the reasons for their 
merger. In the initial stages, these potentially merging churches must question themselves 
about doctrinal compatibility, church policies, and resources that each constituent church 
contributes to the process. If this initial interrogation yields positive results, then the 
possibility for a healthy coexistence in the emerging church is greatly enhanced.  
Managing the Change Process 
On June 26, 1963, addressing to in the Assembly Hall at the Paulskirche in 
Frankfurt, John Fitzgerald Kennedy stated “Change is the law of life. Anyone who look 
only to the past or present, will miss the future.” With today’s globalization and the 
immediacy of communications, each day mankind is made more aware of the changes 
that are taking place. These changes include all strata of society. Political and socio-
economic policies are constantly changing. Organizations, including the Church, need a 
good reading of the times in order to create strategies that not only meet their present 
needs, which are very different from past decades, but also to be able to plan the 
necessary changes to keep relevant to their mission in the short, medium, and long term. 
 Claudia Negrete Jimenez in her article “Gestión del cambio organizacional” 
(Organizational Change Management) defined organizational change as “all change in 
the work environment should involve the capacity to be innovative and to adapt and 
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respond to different internal and external environmental (Negrete Jimenez 2012). Richard 
Beckhard defines organizational change as "the adaptability of organizations to the 
different transformations that the internal or external environment undergoes through 
learning" (Beckhard 52). 
 Hans Finzel has concluded that there are five reasons why people or organizations 
resist or do not want to change.  
The number one reason is fear of the unknown is a treat to people’s comfort zone. 
The second reason is Insecurity- people may think they will be worse off after 
change. The third reason is power - people sense the change may cause them to 
lose power. The fourth reason is Inertia - it is easier to maintain the status quo. 
The fifth reason is Energy - it takes a lot of work to change things. (105).  
 
Catalina Miranda in the article, “Desarrollo Organizacional. Resistencia al Cambio”, 
(Organizacional Development. Resistance to Change) points out a series of 
recommendations and techniques aimed at eliminating the state of resistance that affects 
the work climate and prevents the achievement of organizational objectives.  
Key recommendations for dealing with change include: (a) anticipating change; 
(b) adapting to the new situation in the shortest possible time; (c) enjoying or at 
least finding positive aspects of change; (d) overcoming the fear of the unknown; 
(e) eliminating conservative habits and tendencies; (f) being flexible; (g) maintain 
a positive attitude; (h) preparing for the possibility of regular or constant changes; 
and finally, (i) being attentive to the small changes that allow a greater adaptation 
to non-radical changes.(Miranda p 2)  
  
According to Carlos Acosta, the planned change is the intentional transformation 
of great magnitude and scope of the organization in order to improve current performance 
and project to the future. It does not intend to introduce an administrative philosophy, but 
the sustained transformation of those patterns that will determine the strategic planning 
(Acosta 22). Most experts turn their ideas about organizational change into four models 
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a) the three-step model of Kurt Lewin, b) Higgins, Weiner and Young’ six-step model, c) 
Ken Blanchard, and the seven dynamics of change, d) the John Kotter's model.  
Kurt Lewin’s three steps of change 
 Kurt Lewin (1938) proposes that change is the result of a reorganization or shift in 
all those forces that impact the organization and help it to maintain its system in a stable 
way. Lewin visualizes two types of force which produce the first change. One kind of 
force pushes and presses for the change. The other is a force that counteracts or restricts 
the change since it seeks to keep the organization unchanged. When these two forces 
remain balanced the organization is in a stable or freezing state. To modify this state, the 
driving force must be increased, and the resisting force decreased until the desired change 
has taken place. This process of change is a constant struggle. Once this change is 
achieved, a new state of freezing or stability is installed.  
The following figure illustrates Lewin’s three steps of change—Defrost, Change, 
Refreezing (23). 
 
Fig.2.2 Three Steps of Lewin. 
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  Higgins, and Jennie Weiner and Lissa Young, proposes a five steps process of 
organizational change: 1) dianose;2) identify resistance; 3) responsibilities must be 
assigned; 4) strategy implementation; 5) supervision. The first step is to diagnose. At this 
stage, the final goal is established, the final destination, and where the organization wants 
to be is clearly defined. All necessary information is collected, and an analysis is made. 
The result of the analysis determines how the data will contribute positively towards the 
desired change. As a second step, the author proposes to identify resistance as an 
essential component of the management of all planned change. In this step the 
organization evaluates its position, looks at who will be affected by the change, and 
reflect on how its members will view the change. All of this is taken into consideration 
when the organization designs and creates the conditions for the acceptance of the 
problem and its solution. Third, responsibilities must be assigned. In other words, a team 
must be created to plan, develop and direct the change. Each member of this leadership 
team will have specific assignments allocated. The effectiveness of organizational change 
will depend on the performance and decision-making ability of this leadership team. 
Fourth, at this stage the strategies planned by the change leadership team are 
implemented. The main objective of this stage is to ensure a positive response from the 
members of the organization. Participation is required so that the implemented strategies 
are effective and achieve their objectives. The majority of the population of the 
organization will fall into either end of these fields. There will be those who have the 
possibility to adopt the change quickly, and those who need more time or more 
convincing for the same. The final step is supervision, an evaluation system is put into 
place, capable of describing the final state of the organization, and reviewing the goal 
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setting from the beginning of the process.  In addition to the evaluation, a protocol is 
necessary to establish in order to adequately read the new state of the organization and 
predict the best operation in the future. 
 John Kotter, Professor of Business School at Harvard University, in his book 
Leading Change, highlights two successful models for organizational change. The first is 
related to the processes that generate sufficient motivation to overcome all kinds of 
inertia, and the second process cannot  be applied effectively without an excellent 
management team, "It’s necessary to have a first-class leadership team to manage 
change” (Kotter, 2007 p.38). In Kotter's model in order for a change process to succeed it 
must overcome the eight most common mistakes in any organizational change directive. 
These mistakes are  
allowing an excess of complacency; not creating a sufficiently strong governing 
coalition; underestimating the power of vision; not devoting the effort necessary 
to communicate vision; allowing obstacles to block new vision, and not 
generating success in the short term - singing victory too soon, not firmly 
anchoring the changes in corporate culture (16). 
 
 According to Kotter these errors can be overcome by applying a change process 
consisting of eight phases. These phases or steps are as follows:  
“to establish an emergency character, to create a guiding coalition, to develop 
vision and strategy, to communicate the vision of change, to train employees to 
act, to generate short-term successes, to consolidate accomplishments and 
generate more change, and institutionalize the new points of view in corporate 
culture”, (Leading Change 39). 
 
In the process proposed by Kotter, it is understood that the process of change goes 
through a series of phases that generally require considerable time. Failure to respect this 
time can give a sense of speeding forward but will never produce a satisfactory result. An 
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additional conclusion about this process is that critical errors in some of the phases can 
have a devastating impact, slowing down and invalidating hard earned profits.  
 Michael J. Anthony and James Estep co-authors of Administración Básica Para 
Iglesias y Ministerios Cristianos (Management Essentials for Christian Ministries) think 
that not only organisms change, but also organizations. For Anthony and Estep, there are 
five characteristics in every change:  
(a) The change is natural. In other words, change simply happens. Just as it is 
natural for human beings as individuals, born and die, every organization has 
a similar cycle of life. b) The change is inevitable. In the presence of genuine 
leadership, change is intentional. In the absence of leadership, change is the 
result of institutional entropy. What matters is not to avoid change, but to 
appreciate the kind of change we choose to experience. (c) The change is 
necessary. Not recognizing the need for change creates an institutional 
environment of stagnation that sees change as something contrary to their 
mission. (d) The change is a process. Change includes a process of generating 
a new idea, of accepting it, implementing it, responding to conflict, and doing 
something new routine, (e) The change is based on assessment. (p 225). 
 
For Anthony and Estep change is never neutral. In Christian organizations, change must 
be theologically motivated, and in some situations, must be opposed on a theological 
basis. There are two ways of looking at change - change for the better or the worst. 
Changes in the Christian ministry can be successful or produce the opposite effect. 
Churches, as with any other organization, experience changes. Gary McIntosh   considers 
natural or normal- such as changes in the number of members, new leadership with new 
and bewildering ideas, or a new program. To maintain vibrant and relevant ministry 
growth, it is necessary to rebuild the organization and recapture the vision (McIntosh, 
Here Today, p. 152). A great vision is required in the change process Kotter stated that 
“An effective vision statement is one that can be displayed, is easy to communicate, and 
includes realistic and achievable goals that provide guidance in the decision-making 
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process” (Kotter, Nuevos, 1996). If the vision is a catalyst, a big component for change 
and transition, it is vital that DWC and VNWC define their vision, write their vision 
statement, and communicate to their congregations. 
VNWC and DWC has implemented their Mission statement which is – “One 
single Multiethnic Faith Community with the vision of connecting people to God and His 
family through Jesus Christ”.  First, this mission statement seeks to ensure that everyone 
understands that the newly merged church has in its DNA the openness to embrace 
diversity. This mission statement also traces the journey from a monoethnic church to a 
newly founded church based on tolerance, convivial fellowship, and mutual respect. 
Second, the vision encourages members to use the Gospel as an example to embrace 
multiculturalism and inclusiveness. Third, this vision helps to coordinate the actions of 
the various groups involved in the merging process.  
 If the change is regarded as something natural and inevitable, as Kotter mentions, 
there is a need for intentional and effective leadership that moves the organization 
towards the vision and purpose that has been set by the organization. The Book of Acts 
Chapter 6:1-4 shows the Apostles as leaders of the Church exerting their leadership and 
resolving an arising conflict in the early church with the charity ministry. The Apostles 
made the decision to recruit seven leaders as a part of their ministerial team. Their 
specific function was to serve the Jewish-Hellenistic believers. It is important to point out 
that the seven-chosen people were all culturally related to the segment of the Church 
which was to be served. All seven were, Jewish- Hellenic, people of good testimony, full 
of the Holy Spirit, and capable of carrying out the responsibility assigned by the 
Apostles.   
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 Stetzer and Rainer, consider that a church will not change until the pain of staying 
static is greater than the pain of change. Once the change is initiated, the first item to be 
considered is a vibrant, thriving leadership that will lead this change. Bible narratives 
provide examples of great leaders guiding the people of God to different stages of 
change. Moses led the Israelites out of slavery and Egypt toward the land of freedom. 
Jesus was sent by the Heavenly Father to lead humanity from the kingdom of darkness to 
the kingdom of the light of God, and the Apostles, as inheritors of God's mission, lead the 
Church as a performer of the mission.   
 Covey and Merrill (2006), apply Aristotelian concepts of persuasion - ethos, 
pathos, logos to leadership. The leadership team must be reliable, able to communicate 
properly the need for change, and have adequate knowledge to promote and carry out the 
necessary change.  Ethos is directly related to ethics. Character is the credibility of the 
leader in managing the process of change. Covey and Merrill consider that leadership 
must be constantly connected with God through prayer and motivated by the mission 
rather than the individual or personal needs and interests (36). Within non-profit 
organizations, especially within churches and Christian organizations, these are very well 
appreciated qualities.  
 Pathos is related to the ability to communicate the message. Every leader leading 
the change in his organization or the local church must have the capacity to transmit with 
clarity the mission and the vision of the church. For Kotter, the transition or the change 
process must be communicated efficiently by the leadership, and the mission “should 
inject a sense of urgency” (Kotter, Leading 51). It is crucial that VNWC and DWC 
leadership communicate clearly to both congregations how demographic reality has 
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changed from ten years ago. Current congregations are ineffective in addressing the 
spiritual, linguistic, and cultural needs of surrounding multiethnic communities. Not 
embracing change leads to congregational stasis. This sense of urgency must be 
transmitted to the members of the congregation to actively participate in the merging 
process.  
The leadership must communicate a sense of urgency to prevent the organization 
from disappearing or becoming irrelevant. It is important that the leadership have the 
proper knowledge to be able to persuade and convince their audience to join the process 
of transformation and change. Once the audience embraces the need to change, a natural 
question will arise - How can we change? It is at this stage that leadership must have the 
capacity to develop a strategic plan to lead the organization through a successful process 
of change. A strategic plan is another of the components of the change process described 
by Kotter. 
 Every team in charge of the change process should be capable to develop and 
organize a strategic plan to reach the goals established by the organization. Stan Toler 
and Jerry Brecheisen define a team as: “two or more people who are prepared, equipped, 
and committed to working together to achieve a common purpose, for the family, school 
system, administrative department, congregation, or corporation” (67). The meaning of 
the word strategy comes from the Greek word strategos which literally translates as 
"General of the Army”.  The army generals have the task to evaluate and manage the 
human and material resources of his regiment and to develop the tactics of how to 
manage these resources more efficiently. 
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 This leadership team should be able to develop the strategic plan to be followed in 
the process of change. The Amherst H. Wilder Foundation, Strategic Planning Workbook 
provides a good definition of a strategic plan: 
The process by which leaders of an organization determine what it intends to be in 
the future and how it will get there. To put it another way, they develop a vision 
for the organization's future and determine the necessary priorities, procedures, 
and operations (strategies) to achieve that vision. Included are measurable goals 
which are realistic and attainable, but also challenging; emphasis is on long-term 
goals and strategies, rather than short-term (such as annual) objectives. Strategic 
planning assumes that certain aspects of the future can be created or influenced by 
the organization. (9) 
  
To Anthony and Estep there is a fundamental difference between long-term 
planning and a strategic plan, they define long-term planning as those plans that cover a 
period of 10 to 20 years and where a drastic change is not expected. Strategic planning 
covered shorter periods, between three to five years, assumes that the environment can be 
changed within this time frame, (95). An advantage of the strategic plan is that it is much 
more flexible and can be evaluated in shorter periods of time. Anthony proposes to 
develop the strategic plan in two stages; the first stage includes a discussion and prayer 
with the active participation of key people in the organization or church to determine the 
starting point of the strategic plan. This first stage includes the development of the 
mission and vision statement of the organization. Here is where the church or 
organization determine how they will fulfill their role in God's mission. Along with the 
statement of vision and mission values, it is the perfect time to identify and establish the 
values that become the DNA of the organization or church. Developing a very clear 
vision and a mission statement is very important. Confused vision does not provide the 
clarity needed to develop the strategic plan that seeks to provide the means and resources 
to carry out the mission of the organization or church.  
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The second phase of the strategic plan proposed by Anthony includes an internal 
and an external examination. The internal examination is basically to assess resources. 
These resources can be physical, financial, and human. In this phase an analysis 
S.O.W.T: (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) is recommended. Strengths 
and opportunities refer more to the internal opportunities and threats used in the external 
review. The external review is to assess the socio-economic, demographic, and ethnic 
parameters among other variants. The information resulting from this internal and 
external analysis provides to the leadership team the information to develop a successful 
strategic plan for the church.  
Jim Tomberlin and Warren Bird (2012) propose that the leadership team needs to 
guide the change process and must answer three key questions: a) Is the merger possible? 
Determining if a merger is a possibility through a conversation between the senior pastors 
and the Church board. This result is a recommendation to begin merger deliberations; b) 
Is the merger feasible? Determine the compatibility of the two congregations through due 
diligence in addressing all the issues. This results in a recommendation to both 
congregations to merge or not to merge; c) Is this merger desirable? This becomes 
apparent as the churches go through a process of meeting to discuss the idea of merging, 
which culminates in a church wide vote or poll (68-69).   
 As a part of the merging process, the leadership has the task of exploring and 
proposing to both congregations what kind of merge model they will follow. Tomberlin 
and Bird introduce a four- point model of a merging church:  
1)Rebirth mergers: A struggling or dying church that gets a second life being 
started under a stronger, vibrant, and typically larger church; 2) Adoption 
mergers: A stable or stuck church that is integrated under the vision of a stronger, 
vibrant, and typically larger church; 3) Marriage mergers: Two churches, both 
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strong or growing, that realign with each other under a united vision and new 
leadership configuration; and 4) ICU (intensive care unit) mergers: Two churches 
that know they’re in trouble and try to turn around their critical situation but are 
more survival driven and often fail (21). 
 
When the merging congregations are both in favor of the merge, and choose one of the 
four merging models, the leadership team needs to start setting goals and objectives. 
Experts in organizational management, including Ken Blanchard, say that goals and 
objectives drawn should be relevant, specific, measurable, achievable, and trackable, 
(Blanchard 1992)  
 It is important to define a timetable for assessing the progress in achieving goals 
and objectives. Achieving the goal is the culmination of the strategic plan. It is to achieve 
the purpose for which the strategic plan was designed. This tool allows the leadership 
team to establish periods of assessing whether the goals have been achieved, if they are 
meeting the objectives set, or if these are not functional and should be removed. Phil 
Rabinwitz exalts the importance not only to assess achieved goals but simultaneously the 
organization should celebrate them. These are some of the reasons why Rabinowitz 
proposes to celebrate achieved goals: 
People within the organization, staff, volunteers and others feel good about their 
accomplishments, they feel that their hard work has been recognized. The 
members and community know and respect more the organization and its work. 
The community knows that the organization has reached that goal and understand 
that this achievement does not mean the work has finished. Everyone, both inside 
and outside the organization are ready to support the organization to achieve the 
following objectives. (p.3)  
 
The aim of achieving the different goals is to tell those involved in the changing process 
that they are going in the right direction. The different merging process and theories of 
change management described above show a pattern that must be considered to answer 
question number four of this dissertation; What Leadership structures support Church 
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mergers? Each organization entering into a merging process or strategic alliance with 
another organization seeks to strengthen and magnify its human and material resources. 
In order to achieve this goal, they need to implement an administrative structure with 
clear objectives and policies, recruit a management teams whose profile is in harmony 
with the vision and mission statement of the organization, and is capable of maximizing 
their resources and reducing their deficiencies. Failure to follow these guidelines can 
undermine the church merging process.  
Research Design Literature  
Experts agree on three styles, methods, or approaches to conduct research. Two 
such experts are Tim Sensing and John Creswell. These methods are: qualitative, 
quantitative and mixed. For Sensing, there is no “Holy Grail of research methods” 
(1536). The decision on the methodology to be used defines "The problem and purpose of 
research" (Sensing, Loc. 1536-1537). Newman and Carolyn R. Benz define the 
qualitative method as “that which is used when observing and interpreting reality with the 
aim of developing a theory or hypothesis, and then to test for confirmation or 
disconfirmation of the hypothesis” (3). Qualitative research explores and tries to 
understand, as Creswell indicates, “the meaning that individuals or groups attribute to a 
social or human problem” (32). The procedure involves collecting data through open-
ended questions and the observation of data is obtained in the participant's environment. 
Creswell describes quantitative research “as one that seeks to test objective theories by 
examining the relationship between variables, and that these variables can be measured, 




Roberto Hernández-Sampieri, gives one definition for a mixed method model of 
research as “a process that collects, analyzes and links quantitative and qualitative data in 
the same study or a series of investigations, to respond to an approach to the problem” (p 
24).  According to Creswell, because this methodology collects data from qualitative and 
quantitative methods integrating both approaches, it provides a more complete 
understanding of a research problem than either approach alone (263) 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the best practices for effective church 
mergers and to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church in DeKalb, Illinois. This research poses the following questions: What 
are the best practices for creating unity in merged churches? What are the factors that 
contribute to unsuccessful merged churches? What discipleship tools best support the 
development of character and cultural diversity for healthy church mergers? What 
leadership structures best support healthy church mergers? The answer to these questions 
can be approached from two perspectives: qualitative and quantitative. Following 
Creswell thesis that mixed approaches provides a more complete understanding of the 
research, I chose a mixed approach for the methodology that I used to conduct this 
investigation.  
Summary of Literature   
The literature reviewed in this chapter has revealed very important data for this 
dissertation. The future of the Church in the United States is leaning toward a 
multigenerational, multicultural and multilingual church. The 2010 US national census 
and the DeKalb County Community Analysis: 2012 published on September 2012 show 
the all ethnic groups that are non-White Anglo has grown. This scenario provides an 
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opportunity for the Church to be strengthened by the cultural richness that these groups 
provide to local congregations.  
According to the biblical and theological literature, the merging process between 
two or more local churches is in harmony with Jesus’ desire as expressed in John 17:21 
“that all of them may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you.” This does 
not mean to eliminate cultural and ethnic diversity among members of the Church. Ethnic 
diversity has allowed the Church to remain relevant throughout history and will continue 
to do so until the return of Jesus Christ. A negative effect for any unification effort would 
be to ignore these cultural, ethnic and linguistic differences. To impose or to place one 
culture over another does not allow people to worship God with all their being.  
In order to maintain this biblical, multicultural- model, it is important to recruit 
committed leaders who identify with this ministerial model. Acts 6, provides a profile of 
the first multicultural, multilingual leaders, who were called to serve the Jewish-Hellenic- 
Greek-Speaking sector of the early Church. Throughout the New Testament, there is 
evidence of leaders sensitive to multicultural, multiethnic, and multilinguistic Gentiles— 
the Apostle Paul, Timothy and Titus among others. This type of leadership embraces 
God’s mission to save humanity.  By providing a safe environment that promotes and 
strengthens cultural diversity, people have an opportunity to know the God loves, accepts 
and reaffirms them regardless of their origin.  
Merging two or more churches involves changing the status-quo. Biblical, 
historical, and administrative literature provides clarity to establish more structured 
change as it pertains to leadership. It is necessary to stablish a strategic plan that provides 
clarity of goals and objectives that allow the ability to self-assess and correct in order to 
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ensure a successful merger. Forming a committee with equal representation of all parties 
involved in the merging process is of primary importance. By so doing, respect, honor, 
and dignity is given to every member at the negotiating table. In a multicultural and 
multiethnic committee, bilingualism or multilingual communication is very important to 
ensure that all members understand the dynamic that occurs during the discussion 
process.  This committee might begin the dialogue with very simple questions, a) Why is 
unification necessary? b) What are the benefits obtained from this merger? c) What kind 
of obstacles must be overcome to make the merger viable?   
Hans Finzel and Charles R. Swindoll suggests very useful steps to observe in 
managing change:  
1- anticipating change 
2- adapting to the new situation in the shortest possible time 
3- enjoying or at least finding positive aspects 
4- overcoming the fear of the unknown 
5- eliminating conservative habits and tendencies 
6- being flexible 
7- maintaining a positive attitude 
8- preparing for the possibility of regular or constant changes; 
9- being attentive to the small changes (105-152).  
 
These recommendations will be elements to consider in this research. By putting 
these recommendations in place, the merger of VNWC and DWC can produce a 






RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT 
 
Overview of the Chapter 
 
When Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb Wesleyan Church started the 
merging process there was no formal unification strategy. Having no strategic plan has 
prevented the establishment of a cohesive formula to promote interpersonal, multicultural 
relationships between Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb Wesleyan Church. 
Similarly, with no implemented management policy that included fair administrative 
representation, the mechanism for decision-making was nonexistent. There was no 
approved plan for discipleship that promoted cultural diversity or printed, bilingual 
literature to be used for Christian educational purposes. The literature reviewed in chapter 
two provides a blueprint to explore the best practices that promote the healthy merger 
process started by VNWC and DWC, and to also identify those practices that prevent a 
successful merger.  
Nature and Purpose of the Project 
 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the application of best practices for an 
effective church merger in the unification of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church in DeKalb, Illinois. In order to accomplish this task, three bilingual 
surveys (Spanish/English) and one monolingual, semi-structured interview (English) 
were created to review three specific areas in this merging process. These specific areas 
were a) fellowship and worship strategies; b) discipleship strategies, and; c) 
administrative strategies. These surveys collected data from the congregants of both 
churches, ministry directors, and the principal pastors involved in the unification process 
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in order to ascertain: 1) their opinion about healthy and unhealthy practices that promote 
bilingual and multicultural relationships; 2) if the actual discipleship programs 
successfully promoted ethnic and cultural diversity in the worship service and the life of 
the church; and 3) if the current administrative policies of the merged church respected, 
safeguarded, and embraced the identity of both churches.  
Research Questions 
 
 In order to fulfill the  purpose of this study, the following research questions 
addressed the best practices that promote a healthy and successful process of unification, 
to discard those unhealthy practices, and to provide tools of consultation that have been 
established to respond the initial research questions of this disertation.  
Research Question 1 
What are the best practices that resulted in successful mergers?   
David Bosh and Ellacuria highlight the importance of the Mission of God as a 
multicultural and multiethnic mission. God wants to establish a relationship with people 
worldwide (John 3:16). Establishing a multicultural and multiethnic ministry is not an 
easy task to accomplish. Hughes, Laney, and McClung suggest that it is critical to 
identify the common variables that structure a multicultural environment in order to 
create a healthy and well-functioning community. Fellowship Strategies Survey was 
created to ascertain both positive and negative perceptions from members of both 
congregations about the unification process. This survey has three sections: a) questions 
1-16 address demographics; b) questions 17-22 address fellowship; and c) questions 23-
29 address combined worship service.  A bilingual copy (English and Spanish) of this 
survey is found on Appendix D.  
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Research Questions 2 
What are the factors that contributed to unsuccessful mergers? 
 Along with Fellowship Strategy Survey (FSS)  two other surveys (Ministry 
Director Survey (MDS), Local Board of Administration Survey LBASS) and one Pastoral 
Interview Questionnaire (PI)  were designed to not only identify the best practices that 
contributed to a healthy and successful merger, but to describe those practices that were 
detrimental to the merging process. The information is collected from Fellowship 
Strategy Survey, questions 22-25, Ministry Director Survey, questions 17-18, Pastoral 
Interview, questions 7-12, and the annual pastoral statistical report information were 
compiled, classified, and analyzed in Chapter Four in order to answer research question 
two.  
Research Question 3 
What discipleship tools best support the development of character and cultural diversity 
for healthy church mergers?  
 To answer research question three, I compiled, classified, and analyzed the 
information provided by the PI questions four through eight and the MDS questions 
fifteen through seventeen. The results are discussed in Chapter 4. 
Research Question  4 
What leadership structures best support healthy church mergers? 
 This question corresponds to the administrative and leadership area of both 
churches. A semi-structured interview with open and closed-ended questions was printed 
and distributed to the Senior Pastor of DWC serving as Chairperson of the merging 
committee. The questions included in this pastoral interview were based on the theories 
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of management found in the literature review listed in Chapter 2. Along with the semi-
structured pastoral interview, a survey was created, printed, and distributed to the 
members of the Local Board of Administration (LBA) in order to determine whether they 
are in agreement both philosophically, spiritually, and administratively with pastoral 
decisions and leadership. Pastoral Interview questions four through eight and Local 
Board of Administration Strategy Survey questions one through ten provided the 
necessary information to answer research question four. This information was classified 
and analyze in chapter 4.   
Ministry Contexts 
 
The congregations that are the object of this research, both VNWC and DWC that 
are in the process of unification are members of the Wesleyan Church of the United States. 
As Pastor of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church my role in this unification process is threefold; 
a) to facilitate the merging process between the two churches through open and strategic 
communication with the Senior Pastor of DWC and the VNWC Local Board of 
Administration; b) to assess goal outcomes and analyze data results; and c) to define and 
redefine the vision and mission statements of the merging church in consultation with the 
leadership of VNWC and DWC. Both congregations are localized in the City of DeKalb IL. 
These congregations share the same theology and form of government and are regulated by 
The Discipline of The Wesleyan Church book outlining the bylaws of the denomination. 
 The biggest and most important difference between these two churches is in the 
ethnic and socioeconomic composition of their congregants. DeKalb Wesleyan Church is a 
predominantly middle-class, White-European congregation. Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church 
members are predominantly working-class immigrants from Mexico and other Spanish 
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speaking countries. VNWC’s first generation immigrant members have a very low level of 
education and, for the most part, do not speak fluent English. In addition to this, both 
congregations show generational differences. DWC members can be classified as a mix of 
baby boomers and generation X congregants. VNWC membership is mostly composed of 
millennials and generation Z and Y.   Following Holm and Bolser and Gosciej, any merger 
strategy should promote intergenerational relationships and empower the congregation by 
providing leadership opportunities to each generation, thereby, embracing diversity with a 
global-local perspective.   
Participants 
Criteria for Selection 
Three surveys and a baseline questionnaire were prepared for the VNWC and 
DWC Pastor interviews. Because this study was mostly of a qualitative nature, it sought 
to obtain information from those active members in both congregations who have 
participated in church life at least one year prior to the distribution of the surveys. Every 
participant was selected according to the following criteria: 
1- Senior Pastor of DWC as Chairperson of the Merger Committee 
 
2- Members of VNWC and DWC Local Board of Administration 
 
3- Head Directors of the different ministries from the two congregations.  
 
4- Every member of VNDW and DWC 18 years of age and older and who have 
been active members of the local church for at least one year.  
 
The Senior Pastors and members of the Local Board of Administration were a key 
group to review the management and administrative structures in the unification process. 
The second control group, the lead directors of local ministries, gave insight about the 
implementation of discipleship programs. The third group, comprised of the members of 
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the churches, provided insight into what they considered a healthy or unhealthy 
environment as it pertained to fellowship and combined public worship service.  
Description of Participants 
 
Participants in this research were divided in three control groups. The senior 
pastors of VNWC and DWC were selected as the first control group. The Wesleyan 
Church Discipline designate the senior Pastors as the leaders of the congregation 
(Discipline art 675). They are charged with defining the vision of the local church. The 
pastor also has the role of Chairman of the Local Board of Administration. From this 
perspective, the pastor has primary influence in the decision-making responsibility in the 
merger process.  
The second control group was composed by seven local church directors of the 
merged church. The third control group was composed of the members of the Local Board 
of Administration (LBA). VNWC and DWC have a combined LBA that functions not only 
as an executive organization, but also as the committee in charge of overseeing the 
transition from two churches into a multiethnic congregation. LBA members are elected by 
the Local General Conference (LGC) that has maximum authority over the local church. 
The LBA is comprised of seven members - four women and three men. The pastors of DWC 
and VNWC serve as ex officio members. Every decision in the merger process must be 
approved by this board. The members of the third control group are the members of both 
congregation(s). The criteria for participation in this group are: 
1- Minimum of 18 years of age. Since this merging process tries to honor not 
only ethnic but also intergenerational relationships.  
 
2- Attendance at one or both churches regularly for the past year. This 
requirement is very important and based on the combined service as it 
developed over the past year. It was designed to allow congregants to provide 
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their perceptions on how the service has developed in terms of fellowship, 
worship service sensitivity, and discipleship training. Also, members of the 
church have the opportunity to become members of the LBA and serve in any 
ministerial position of the local church. 
 
3- Educational level required to participate. Those members who participate in 
this study need to be able to read and write English or Spanish in order to 
complete the survey.  
 
Ethical Considerations 
          Each participant was informed about the nature of this study. At the same time 
participants were assured of their confidentiality.  Their name would only be on the 
consent forms; they would not be referred to by name in any written material. 
Participants were informed that all collected information would be destroyed after being 
reviewed and only the statistical data for the final conclusions would be analyzed.  
Instrumentation 
The methodological framework for this research used both qualitative and 
quantitative instruments. Three main instruments were implemented to collect the data 
for this research: a) the church’s statistical records; b) the three surveys; and c) pastoral 
semi-structured interviews. The Wesleyan Church requires that every local church 
present a yearly statistical report. For the purpose of this study, the 2015/ 2016 annual 
reports from VNWC and DWC containing the income levels and attendance logs, were 
reviewed, collected, and analyzed.  
Three surveys were developed not only to explore the congregants’ perceptions 
about the merging process, but also their assessment of the performance and sensitivity of 
the ministerial and administrative leadership style.  
1. First, the lead Pastor of DWC responded to a semi-structured interview where 
he was asked about the mechanisms used to communicate the vision and 
mission statement of the emerging church.  
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2. Second, the Local Board of Administration (LBA) was surveyed in order 
ascertain the process they used to set up the bylaws and policies that would 
guide the merged church.  
 
3. Third, a survey was completed by the ministerial leaders of both 
congregations. The purpose of this survey was to gage whether the teaching 
material used by both congregations successfully promoted bilingualism and 
multiethnic sensitivity or, on the contrary, were anchored in a more traditional 
monoethnic model.  
 
4. The third and final survey was designed to be completed by every member of 
VNDW and DWC who was at least twelve years old and who had been an 
active member of the local church for at least one year. The purpose of this 
survey was to obtain important demographic information from the members of 
both churches, and to understand how this particular control group perceived 
the multicultural relationships and how their culture is expressed through the 
combined worship service.  
 
Reliability & Validity of Project Design  
 
Reliability and validity of this project design are based on the triangulation of the 
data compiled in this project. Triangulation according to Sensing, is a way to cross-check 
data that provides breadth and depth to your analysis and increases the trustworthiness of 
your research, (Loc. 1891-1893). Data sources for this study were: a) documents of 
official church records; b) a semi-structured pastoral interview; and c) three surveys. The 
quantitative results of this research were compiled from the annual statistical reports that 
every member church summited to The Wesleyan Church headquartered in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. This statistical record has been filed and published at the annual statistical 
church report by The General Secretary Office of The Wesleyan Church and can be 
found on in their website www.wesleyan.org.  The reliability and validity of this study is 
grounded in the research grounds Chapter 2. The confidentiality of all participants in the 
control groups was guaranteed. Their identity was protected to ensure that all participants 




           The quantitative data of this dissertation was taken from the 2015-2016 local 
church annual reports. This information is only available to those who have credentials 
recognized by the Wesleyan Church. These include, appointed pastors, ministerial 
students, and ordained ministers. Along with these designated individuals, it is necessary 
to complete the prerequisite registration on the official website of The Wesleyan Church. 
Three sections of this report were reviewed for data collection: a) church membership 
including income levels and attendance logs of church members from VNWC and DWC; 
b) church ministries as they impact discipleship, Christian education, and outreach; and c) 
administrative policies, diversification strategies and, bilingual initiatives.  
A semi-structured pastoral interview was designed to determine if the unification 
process adequately met the theories of change suggested in the literature reviewed in 
chapter 2. The questionnaire for this interview was divided into three sections. The first 
section sought to determine how the lead pastors reached the decision to proceed with 
moving toward a multicultural church model. The second section referred to the 
establishment of a strategic plan for the unification process. The third section of the 
questionnaire was designed to investigate how the merged churches would ethnically and 
culturally mirror both congregations from an administrative, ministerial, and decision-
making point of view. This interview was conducted in the pastor’s office. The audio 
portion of this interview was recorded for future transcription. A copy of the 
questionnaire used in this interview can be found in appendix A. 
The members of the LBA of the merging churches were invited to complete a 
survey specially prepared for this control group. The survey included questions to 
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determine the ethnic composition of this administrative organization. According to the 
Discipline of The Wesleyan Church, the LBA is the administrative body in charge of 
establishing and ensuring that administrative policies are carried out successfully. This 
body was asked what policies had been established to ensure that all ethnic and cultural 
groups of the congregation could live together and develop an effective multicultural 
ministry. Every third Thursday of each month the LBA has their ordinary meeting. This 
survey was distributed to each member of this board at this meeting. Once the survey was 
completed it was deposited in the church mailbox to maintain confidentiality and 
safeguard the identity of each board member. A copy of the questionnaire for this survey 
can be found in appendix B. 
A second survey was prepared to be completed by the directors of the different 
ministerial departments of both churches. The purpose of this survey was to determine if 
the materials used in discipleship promoted a multicultural and multiethnic church model. 
At the same time, this survey ascertained if this control group was culturally and 
ethnically diversity. The survey was delivered on Sunday to each director with the 
instructions that it be completed within the next eight days. Once the survey was 
completed it was deposited in the church mailbox to maintain confidentiality and 
safeguard the identity of each board member. A copy of the questionnaire for this survey 
can be found in appendix C. 
A third survey was designed to be completed by members of VNDW and DWC 
18 years of age or older and who have been active members of one of the local churches 
for at least one year. The purpose of this survey was to a) obtain important demographic 
information from the members of both churches; and b) to understand how this control 
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group perceived and understood the multicultural relationships and multicultural 
expression and sensitivity evidenced in the combined worship services. A hard copy of 
this survey was distributed to the control group the first Sunday of the month. The 
congregation was instructed to complete the survey within eight days after receiving the 
survey. For those members who used a hard copy, a mailbox was placed in the lobby of 
the church where they could deposit the survey, maintain confidentiality, and safeguard 
the identity of each respondent.  A copy of this survey can be found in appendix D. 
Data Analysis 
Sensing, in his book Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Project 
Doctor of Ministry states “Data analysis is the process of bringing order, structure, and 
meaning to complicated mass of qualitative data that the researcher generates during the 
research process” (Loc. 4923). The methodology used in this mixed research project has 
been what Strauss & Corbin, call techniques and procedures for developing grounded 
theory. This methodology relates, systematically, in a scientific way, to give a more 
precise reflection of the reality of the phenomenon studied, (14).  Sandoval Casilimas 
presents another definition of the grounded theory. He posits that "it is a general 
methodology to develop theory from data that are systematically captured and analyzed;" 
and that "It's a way of thinking about data and being able to conceptualize it" (p. 71).  
To perform an effective analysis of the information, the axial information coding 
technic was used. According to Strauss and Corbin, coding is the analytical process 
whereby the data is fragmented, conceptualized, and integrated to form a theory (23). 
Whenever writing three or more items in a series, you must use a comma before "and". 
The data collected for this research project has been organized into two types of variables 
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– a dependent variable [shown on the graph by axial (Y), and an independent variable, 
axial (X)]. Three dependent variables for axial (Y) were fixed to encode the information: 
a) fellowship strategies, b) discipleship strategies, and c) administrative strategies. The 
axial (X) was designated by six independent variables; 1) the information gathered from 
the interview involving the Senior Pastors, 2) The data collected from the survey of the 
LBA members, 3) data collected from the ministerial directors of both churches, 4) data 
collected from the survey of the members of both churches, 5) data collected from the  
official documents of the General Secretary of The Wesleyan Church (GSWC) of both 
churches, and 6) an analysis gleaned from the review of the literature in Chapter Two. 
Different graphs were prepared to interpret the information collected and thus answer the 

























































































































































EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
The major emphasis of this dissertation was to identify the best practices that 
contribute to the successful merger of two ethnically diverse churches within the 
Wesleyan denomination in the City of DeKalb, Illinois – DeKalb Wesleyan Church 
(DWC) primarily English-speaking church and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) a 
predominantly Spanish language church. The objective of this chapter is to analyze the 
collected data from this mixed-method study and show how this information aligned with 
the purpose of this dissertation.  
Three surveys (Fellowship Strategy Survey, Ministry Director Survey, and Local 
Board of Administration Survey), a pastoral interview, and the official church record 
were the source instrument utilized in this study.  The specific areas of investigation 
were; a) fellowship and worship strategies; b) discipleship strategies; and c) 
administrative strategies.  The analysis of the resultant data answered the four (4) 
research questions of this dissertation.  
Participants 
A total of fifty questionnaires for the Fellowship Strategy Survey (FSS) were 
distributed to the congregants of VNWC and DWC on September 02, 2018. Thirty-seven 
participants signed the consent letter and returned the survey according to the instructions 
given by the investigator. All participants were members of either VNWC or DWC, and 
all were eighteen years of age or older.  
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The Ministry Director Survey (MDS) was distributed to the seven ministerial 
directors of the merged church of VNWC and DWC.  These ministerial directors 
included the Worship team, the Children’s Church, the Youth Group, the Women of Faith 
and Purpose, the Men’s Group, the Spiritual Formation Ministry, and the Board of 
Trustees.  
The Local Board Administration Survey (LBAS) is comprised of five 
administrators of the merged church: Vice-chairperson of the board; board secretary; 
treasurer; and two members at large. The chairperson was the primary investigator and 
did not participate in the survey. 
The senior pastor of the DWC, who also served as the chairperson for the merging 
committee for the two churches, filled out the pastoral interview (PI).  
Participant General Demographic Description 
Geographical Identification   
The merged church is made up of participants from three geographical regions. 
The United States was the largest country with 54%. The second largest representation 
was those born in Latin America with 41%. The smallest representation was those born in 
Africa with 5%. (See Figure 4.1). 
 
 










 Forty-six percent identified as White. Forty-nine percent self-identified as 
Hispanic or Latino. Five percent answered the question as Black or African American 
(See Fig. 4.2).  
 
 
Fig.4.2. Ethnic Make-Up of the Merge Church 
 
Question number one of the Ministry Director Survey (MDS) shows that 71% of 
the ministry directors self-identified as Hispanic while 29% self-identified as White (See 
Fig. 4.3). 
 






















Question number five asked about the ethnic and numerical make-up of the LBA. 
Hispanics make up 33% of the board members, 16% are Black, and 51% are White.  
Question number six asked about the gender make-up of the LBA, and 33% identified as 
female while 67% identified their gender as male (See Fig 4.4).  
 
 
Fig.4.4. LBA Gender Make-up 
The gender identification of the merged church is very balanced with 51% being 
female and 49% being male (See Fig 4.5). 
Gender 
 






MDS question number two asked the participants to indicate their gender. 
Seventy-one percent of the ministry directors self-identified as female, and 29% self-
identified as male (See Fig. 4.6). 
 
  
 Fig.4.6. Gender Make-up of Ministry Directors 
Age Group 
The control group was divided into seven sub-groups. The results showed that 
24% or the median age of the respondents was between 45 to 54 years old. (See figure 
4.7). 
 




























MDS question 3 asked the participants their age group. Fifty-seven percent 
indicated that their age group was between twenty-five to fifty years of age. Forty-three 
percent indicated that their age range was between fifty-one to seventy years of age (See 
Fig 4.8).   
  
Fig. 4.8. Age of Ministry Directors 
 
Community Racial/Ethnic Make-up   
The members of the merged church lived in ethnically diverse communities of 
DeKalb County. Forty-three percent lived in mono-ethnic White-Anglo communities. 
Twenty-two percent lived in mono-ethnic Latino communities. Thirty percent lived in 
multiethnic communities. Zero percent lived in Black-African American communities, 
and 5% did not identify the community where they lived (See Fig 4.9). 
   
Fig 4.9. Members Living in Ethnically Diverse Communities 


















Years Lived in Various Communities  
The church members showed deep roots in their community. Sixty percent of the 
respondents had been living in their community for over 10 years. The second largest 
group had been living in their location from 6 to 10 years (See Fig 4.10).   
 
 
Fig 4.10. Years Lived in Their Community 
 
Language Background  
Forty-nine percent indicated English as their native language. Forty-three percent 
indicated Spanish as their native language. Eight percent indicated a language other than 
English or Spanish as their native language.  
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When the participants were asked if they can speak another language besides their 




Fig. 4.12. Speak Another Language Beside your Native Language 
 
The participants were asked if they had ever studied another language besides 
their native language. Forty-nine percent responded "Yes", 38% responded "No" to this 
question, and 14% preferred not to respond to the question (See Fig.4.13). 
 
 




















MDS question eleven asked if the participants were able to speak a language other 
than English? Question number twelve asked if the participants could write in a language 
other than English. A total of 57% of the ministry directors were able to speak and write a 
language other than English, but 43% indicated that they were monolingual. They only 
speak and write English. Spanish was the most dominant language that the ministry 
directors spoke and wrote beside English (See 4.14).  
 
 
 Fig. 4.14. Language Background of Ministry Directors 
 
Civil Status  
In order to explore if there were multiethnic or multicultural families in the 
merged church, FSS question sixteen enquired if someone in their family had been 
married to a person of another culture.  Forty-six percent indicated “Yes” and 54% 
answered that no one in their family had been in an intercultural marriage (See Fig. 4.15).  
 






Fig.4.15. Family Members Married to a Person of Another Culture 
 
MDS question four requested the participants to describe their marital status. 
Three options were given: a) married, b) single, and c) other. Eighty-six percent indicated 
“married” as their marital status. Fourteen percent (14%) of the participants indicate 
“single” as their marital status. No other marital status was indicated (See Fig. 4.16).  
 
  
  Fig.4.16. Marital Status 
 









FSS question number ten asked the participants if they attended a 
multiethnic/integrated school. Fifty-one percent said “Yes”; 46% said “No”; and 3% did 
not answer the question (See Fig 4.17).  
 
 
Fig. 4.17: Multiethnic and Multicultural School Experience 
 
FFS question number eleven shows how different ethnic groups were represented 
in the school system they attended. Most, 41%, were White. The second largest group 
with twenty-four percent (24%) was Latino. The smallest group 5% was Black. Another 
30% of the respondents did not identify with a particular ethnic group and elected to 
mark “Other”. No Asians participated in the survey (See Fig 4.18) 
 
 


























 MDS question nine asked the participants about their education level. Seventy-
one percent (71%) of the ministry directors had completed high school. Fourteen percent 
(14%) had an associate degree, and fourteen percent (14%) had some vocational or 
technical education (See Fig.4.19).  
 
  
 Fig.4.19. Education Level of Ministry Directors 
 
FSS question number nine (19) asked about education level. The result shows that 
30% of the respondents had completed high school. Three percent said they had studied 
up to the eight-grade. Five percent said they had not finished elementary school. Fourteen 
percent answered that they did not graduate from high school. Five percent had an 
associate degree. Fourteen percent said they had a bachelor's degree. The survey results 
showed that 10% had a master's degree while 11% confessed to having some college 
credit but did not complete a degree. Eight percent of the respondents said they had 












Fig. 4.20. Education Level of Church Members 
 
Employment History 
FSS question seventeen asked about the employment status of the participants. 
Only 3% responded as unemployed. Another 14% identified as retired, and 3% answered 
as students. A high percentage of the merged congregation were active workers. A total 
of 46% were paid hourly, 16% were salaried, 8% of the respondents indicated that they 
were self- employed. Only 8% preferred not to respond to this question (See Fig 4.21).  
 



















Income Level  
FSS question 18 asked about the yearly income of the participants. The 
participants had to choose between seven pre-established salary ranges: 1) yearly income 
between $0-$10,000 represented 11%; yearly income between $11,000-$24,000, the 
24%; yearly income between $25,000-$36,000 the 22%; yearly income between $37,000-
$50,000 the 14%; yearly income between $51,000-$75,000 the 8%; yearly income of 




Fig. 4.22 Income Level of Church Members 
 
Research Questions 
The following four questions provide the guidelines to investigate the best 
practices for effective church mergers and for developing a plan to unify DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church and Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church.   
Research Question 1: Description of Evidence 











The Pastoral Interview (PI) question number one (1) asked by the chairperson of 
the merging committee, what strategies were followed to promote a multiethnic and 
multicultural dialogue and fellowship within the merged church? Pastor Pierce listed the 
following strategies or steps:  
1- Leadership went through Mark DeYmaz’s book, Building a Healthy Multi-
Ethnic Church and Better Together by Jim Tomberlin and Warren Bird.   
 
2- We established the policy of having equal parity in leadership representation 
from the former congregations. 
 
3- Our Worship team became more Multi-Ethnic. 
 
4- We committed to having monthly intentional fellowship times together. 
 
5- An open relationship with the Mexican Consulate was developed, and our 
church became a center for the Mexican Consulate to offer its services to the 
surrounding community.   
 
6- Our Youth Ministry leadership took on Multi-Ethnic Makeup.  
 
7- We committed to not only honor both the 10 am English Worship service and 
the 1 pm Spanish Worship service but continue to have periodic times when 
the entire congregation would come together in worship.    
 
8- All finances were put together into one account.  
 
One of the questions asked to the senior pastor of DWC as chairperson of the 
merger committee was in what way, or how did DWC and VNWC accomplish more 
together through merger than as two independent churches?  The Senior pastor listed 
three factors that he considered important:  
1- In light of the rapidly changing demographics of DeKalb, Illinois in the last 10 
years, the merger would reflect the face of the community rather than 
remaining two separate churches with separate identities.  
 
2- The merger would empower the church to fulfill the Great Commission 




3-  If done properly the merger should provide exponential resources and 
opportunities and provide generational balance in the church and reach into 
the community. 
 
The senior pastor stated that the merged church as a multicultural, multiethnic, 
and multigenerational community of faith extended the Kingdom of God in the following 
ways:  
1- Acts 1:8 calls God's people to carry on His mission in the context of 
Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and the World.  The ‘Jerusalem' of the former 
DWC and VNWC was and still DeKalb, Illinois.  The primary call of this 
diverse group of people is to make disciples of Jesus within their sphere of 
influence.  Their personal ‘Jerusalem' is ethnically made up of Latinos, 
African Americans, Asians, Arabs, and White people who need Jesus.  
 
2- This picture reflected the ultimate family photo of Revelation 5:9-10; a 
redeemed family of God that is blended together from diverse cultures and 
ethnicities.  
 
3-  The former DWC and VNWC held the conviction that they needed to reflect 
Revelation 5:9-10 and do all they could to be a witness to their ministry, and 
that the cross as a symbol provided the pathway to salvation for all ethnicities, 
gender, class, and walks of life (Ephesians 2:14). 
 
Worship practices 
The philosophy of the merged church was to be multiculturally, multi-ethnically, 
and multilingually inclusive. The members of the merged church were asked not just 
about their native language, but also if they were able to speak or if they had studied 
another language.   
In order to verify the stability of the membership of the merged church, the 
participants were asked how long they were members of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church 
(VNWC) or DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC). The participants had to choose between 
six (6) pre-established years ranges of membership: one to five years; six to ten years; 
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eleven to fifteen years; sixteen to twenty years; twenty and more years; and prefer not to 
answer, (See Figure 4.23, 4.24).  
 
Fig. 4.23. Years of Membership by Church 
  
 Fig.4.24. Years of Membership-Combined Church 
 
To explore the best practice to promote a multilingual and multicultural 
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experience with the worship service, church programs, and the spoken language they 
preferred. Seventy-three percent said that they would attend all programs regardless of 
age or language.  Eleven percent indicated that they only would attend those programs in 
their native language regardless of the age of the attendees. Zero percent (0%) said that 
they would attend only those programs in their own language and age group. Sixteen 
percent of the participants preferred not to answer this question (See Table 4.1). The data 
was subdivided in two subgroups, table 4.1 show the averages percentages for the 
participants according to their church’s membership, to Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church 
(VNWC) or DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC). (See Fig 4.25) 
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Table 4:1 Willingness to Attend Church Programs and Language of 
Preference 
 
Willingness to Attend Church 
Programs and Language of 
Preference 
VNWC DWC Combined Churches 
All programs regardless of 
language or age group 
 
72% 74% 73% 
Only programs in my native 
language 
 
11% 11% 11% 
Only programs in my native 
language and people with my 
own age group 
0%  0% 
Prefer not to answer 17% 16% 16% 
 
Question FSS twenty-six asked the participants if the merged church provided 
opportunities for multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual interaction. Eighty-four 
percent were in agreement that the church provided opportunities for multicultural 
interaction. Three percent believed that the church did not provide multicultural 
interaction opportunities. Thirteen percent did not respond to this question (See Fig 4.26). 
There are no changes when the result was subdivided by their church membership, 
VNDW, and DWC. 
 
 











 One of the opportunities for multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual 
interaction was the combined, bilingual worship service. FSS question thirty asked the 
participants if they were willing to participate in the combined, bilingual worship service. 
Forty-five percent were “very” willing to participate. Twenty-two percent were “willing” 
to participate in a bilingual worship service. Nineteen percent responded as “somewhat” 
willing to participate in this type of service. Fourteen percent said they were not willing 
to attend the bilingual worship service (See Fig 4.27).  
 
 
Fig 4.27. Opportunities for Multicultural Multiethnic and Multilingual Interaction 
 
Inquiring about the best practices for translation for bilingual, combined worship 
service, FSS question thirty-one asked the participants the best translation tools for the 
combined, bilingual worship service. The acceptancy simultaneous translation (two 
people or more translation at the same time) was 60%. The second largest group of 
participants prefer electronic devices like headphones or cell phones application was the 
32%. The remain group of participants 8% did not answer this question (See Fig 4.28).  
 












 Fig 4.28. Best Practices and Translation Tools for Bilingual Worship Services 
 
One of the components of the worship services is music. In order to identify the 
best practices for combined, bilingual music worship, FSS question thirty-two asked if 
the participants would feel comfortable with bilingual worship songs if the lyrics were 
projected on a screen in both languages - Spanish and English. Seventy-eight percent felt 
very comfortable with this method. Fourteen percent felt somewhat comfortable, 8% said 
they were not comfortable with this method (See Fig 4.29).  
 
Fig. 4.29. How Comfortable Participants Feel with Bilingual Worship Song 
 
FSS question thirty-three asked about how often the participants would like to 
have bilingual, combined worship services. Thirty-three percent chose every Sunday as 
the best frequency; 3% said every two weeks; and 32% preferred one service a month. 
















Eight percent said one service every other month. Five percent said three bilingual, 
combined services a year would be the best frequency. Finally,19% think that only on 
special occasions like Christmas or Easter would be the best frequency for bilingual, 
combined services (See Fig 4.30).  
 
 
Fig 4.30. How Often Participants Want to Have Bilingual Combined Worship Services 
 
FSS question twenty- nine asked participants of the survey about the best time for 
the bilingual service. Sixty-two percent (62%) did not answer this question. Nineteen 
percent preferred 9:00 am as the best time for them to attend the worship service. Sixteen 
percent believed that 1:00 p.m. would be a better time. Three percent thought that 11:00 
a.m. was a good hour to attend the combined, bilingual worship service. 9:00 a.m. and 
6:00 p.m. showed zero preference (See Fig 4.18). It is possible that if the option “Other, 
please explain” had been offered, then the percentage of "No Answer" would have varied. 
The new option should give more flexibility and would have given the participant the 











Three times a year
Only on special occasions
like Christmas or Easter
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they did not choose one of the preset options. The resulting information may have more 
accurately reflected the desires of the participants.  
 
Fig. 4.31. Best Time for Bilingual Worship Services 
 
Research Questions 2: Description of Evidence 
What are the factors that contributed to unsuccessful mergers?  
Integration Versus Assimilation 
According to the literature review on Chapter Two (p.43), integration refers to a 
situation where several ethnic groups coexist in the same city or community and maintain 
their own customs and traditions, but mix, interact and feel part of a common identity. 
Assimilation occurs when members of an ethnic group have to adopt, without question, 
the identity of the dominant culture (stop speaking their own language, living their own 
customs, practicing their religion, and prefer to adopt the traditions, customs, and 
practices of the dominant culture). In the pastoral interview, question number seven, the 
senior pastor of DWC was asked if there were any doctrinal, administrative, or policy 
conflicts between the two merging churches? He mentioned that some members of DWC 
struggled with the experience of integration. He reported that some members of DWC 




















the church family, but they favored a policy of assimilation rather than a full change that 
would put both congregations on equal footing as a new church.    
Financial panorama of the Merged church 
Churches that have traditionally enjoyed generous financial budgetary support 
believe that they should have a controlling interest in the mission and vision of the 
merged church, and this is an unhealthy way to approach a successful merger. The 
official document of the General Secretary of The Wesleyan Church (GSWC) from 2016-
2017 from VNWC and DWC were used to compare the respective financial solvency of 
both churches and to track attendance records for this period.  
The 2016 annual statistical report shows a huge difference between DWC and 
VNWC annual budgets. In 2016 DWC had an income of $121,824.00 as compared to the 
$15,248.00 annual income of VNWC. Although the income gap appears abysmal when 
the income-versus-expense ratio is made, both congregations had a similar percentage of 
expenditures versus income. DWC's operational expenses represented ninety-six-point 
sixteen percent (96.16%) of the total income. VNWC operational expenses represented 




Fig. 4.32.  2016 Fiscal Years Income Versus Expenses 
The aforementioned percentages reflect very well the financial reality of the 
congregations. The 2016 annual statistical report shows that 46% of VNWC members 
have an annual income less than $36,000 per year in comparison with 44% of DWC 
members with an annual income superior to $36,000 per year. Even though the two 
churches have a very similar attendance record in their worship services (See Fig 4.23), 
the per capita income of the members of both churches is disproportionate. Only 57% 
VNWC members have worked, 47% are youth or children without income. However, 
93% percent of DWC members are working or received income from their pension. 
These numbers demonstrated that the income difference between VNWC and DWC does 
not come from a lack of generosity. The congregants have given in proportion of their 
average income.  
Attendance Report  
The 2016 General Secretary of the Wesleyan Church (GSWC) annual statistical 













attendance records. DWC reported an average attendance in their worship service of 
fifty-nine congregants. VNWC reported an average attendance of forty-seven 
congregants (See Fig. 4.33).  
 
Fig. 4.33. DWC-VNWC Average Attendance  
 
The statistical report of DWC and VNWC showed twelve- people were saved in 
each church. DWC reported four baptisms while VNWC reported a total of six.   
 
Fig. 4.34. Salvation and Baptism 
Areas the Need to be Improved  
The Ministry Director Survey (MDS) question eighteen (18) asked the 
participants about the areas where their ministry needed to be improved in order to be 
47%  
59% 















more inclusive. Four areas were identified as needing improvement: a) worship music, b) 
communication, c) attendance, and d) translation practices for bilingual preaching. 
Seventeen percent indicated that communication to the congregation as one area that 
needed to be improved. Thirty-three percent of the respondents indicated that worship 
music should be improved by including more bilingual songs with Spanish and English 
translations. Thirty-three percent indicated that attendance needed to increase. Seventeen 
percent indicated bilingual preaching translation tools as one area that needs to be 
improved (Fig 4.35).  
 
Fig 4.35. Areas Needing Improvement 
 
Communication between leadership and congregants   
 FSS question twenty-four (24) looked at the way congregants communicated 














preferred to use phone calls as the main way to get connected with other members of the 
church. Sixteen percent indicated that the best way to be in contact with other members 
of the church is through social media. Fourteen percent preferred to be in contact through 
email. Eight percent of the participants chose home visits as their way to keep in contact 
with other members of the church. Sixteen percent preferred not to answer this question 
(See Fig 4.36). 
 
Fig 4.36. Preference of Communication Between Members of the Merged Church 
 
 FSS question twenty-five asked if contact with other members of the  
church included people from different ethnic groups.  Sixty-two percent said that they 
were willing to contact members of different ethnic groups. Sixteen percent said that they 
did not include people from different ethnic groups in their contacts. Twenty-two percent 















  Fig 4.37. Communication with Church Members of Different Ethnic Group 
 
Strategic Plan  
 Pastoral interview question number twelve asked the senior pastor of DWC, who 
served as a chairperson of the merger committee, if there was a strategic five-year plan in 
place to monitor the progress and health of the new church? His response was, "There 
were discussions about this right after the church merged.  But at present, I am no longer 
pastoring at the church, so I am not sure what five-year plan has been implemented." 
Research Question 3: Description of Evidence 
What discipleship tools best supported the development of character and cultural 
diversity for healthy church mergers?  
The collected data provided information that could determine if the materials used 
in discipleship promoted a multicultural and multiethnic church model. The following set 
of graphs show how the various ministerial approaches support the multicultural, 
multiethnic, linguistic diversity of the merged church.  
The senior pastor of DWC, who was also chairperson of the merged committee 
stated in question number one of the Pastoral Interview (PI) that all members of the 












Building a Healthy Multi-Ethnic Church and, Jim Tomberlin and Warren Bird’s book 
Better Together. 
MDS question fifteen asked the participants to indicate three areas where their 
ministry promoted an understanding of what it means to live a multiethnic-multicultural 
Christian life? Five ministry areas were identified as promoting understanding of what it 
means to live a multiethnic-multicultural Christian life. Those ministry areas were a) 
worship music; b) preaching; c) fellowship; d) combined, bilingual worship services; and 
e) youth ministry. Every ministry director indicated that the ministry aligned with the 
vision of what it meant to live a multiethnic-multicultural Christian life.  
MDS question number seventeen asked the ministry directors if the discipleship 
curriculum used by their ministry was printed in the different languages spoken in the 
congregation? Fifty-seven percent indicated that their curriculum was printed in the 
different languages spoken in the church. Fourteen percent indicated that the curriculum 
used in their ministry was not printed in the different languages spoken in the church. 
Twenty-nine percent preferred not to respond to this question (See Fig.4.38).   
  

















Research Question 4: Description of Evidence 
What leadership structures best support healthy church mergers? 
The literature review included in chapter two was used to compare the ethnic and 
racial diversity of DeKalb County with the ethnic and racial diversity of the merged 
church. Also, the literature was used to evaluate if the theoretical thinking of the Local 
board of directors was aligned with the underlying tenets of the initial merge philosophy. 
 As stated in the literature review on multiethnicity, Santes Beatty, multicultural 
director of the Wesleyan Church, say that churches need an ethnically diverse leadership, 
and the church must evaluate the discipleship objectives and the organizational structure 
required to foster ethnic integration rather than cultural assimilation. The senior pastor, 
acting as Chairperson of the merger committee, listed the steps the merger committee 
followed in order to complete a successful merger: a) initial conversation with each local 
church board; b) presentation of the merger idea to the membership of each church; c) 
initial discussion with the presiding district superintendent; d) initial conversation with 
the District Board of Administration; d) development of a merger timeline; e) closer 
demographic study; f) development of vision and core values; h) evaluation of church 
finances and how that would look as one church; i) evaluation of pastoral responsibilities 
and roles; j) commitment to parity in church leadership; and k) steps to legally change the 
church name.  
 Pastoral Interview (PI) question eight asked the Senior pastor of DWC as a 
chairperson of the merger committee who should be lead pastor of the merged church?   
It was agreed that the senior pastor of DWC would be the lead the pastor of the merged 
church and the pastor of VNWC would be the associate pastor of Hispanic ministries.  
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However, having said this, the senior pastor of DWC expressed that any future pastor 
with bilingual and multicultural experience would be a more logical choice for a bilingual 
multicultural church.  On the first Sunday of February 2018, the former pastor of VNWC 
became the lead pastor of the merged church.   
 The Local Board of Administration (LBA), according to the Discipline of The 
Wesleyan Church, is the administrative body in charge of establishing and ensuring that 
administrative policies are carried out successfully (Art. 750-752). Therefore, the Local 
Board of Administration Survey (LBAS) asked the members of the LBA what policies 
had been established to ensure that all ethnic and cultural groups of the congregation live 
together and develop an effective multicultural ministry.   
LBAS question number one asked the board member if they were familiar with 
the vision statement of the merged church? All five members indicated that they were 
very familiar with the vision statement of the merged church. Question number two asked 
if the LBA members were familiar with the mission statement of the merged church? All 
five members indicated that they were familiar with the mission statement of the merged 
church.  
Question number three asked the board members if the composition of the LBA 
was ethnically diverse? One hundred percent of the members of the board were in 
agreement that the board was ethnically diverse.  
Question number eight asked if the LBA members felt that their cultural and 
ethnic heritage was well respected in the LBA? One hundred percent of the respondents 




Question number nine asked the LBA members if the LBA had designed a 
strategic plan for the next five years of the unified church?  Sixty-seven percent of the 
members said “No” and 13% said “Yes” (See Fig. 4.39)     
  
 
Fig 4.39. Strategy Plan for the Next Five Years of the Merged Unified Church 
Question number ten asked the board members if the administrative policies of 
the merged church were sensitive to the various generational and ethnic-cultural groups 
of the church? Sixty-seven percent of the LBA members said “Yes”, and 13% of the LBA 
members said they are not sure if the administrative policies of the merged church were 





Fig. 4.40. Ethnic-Cultural Sensitivity of the Administrative Policies of the Unified Church 
 
 
Summary of Major Findings 
  After the analyses of the resulting data form The Fellowship Strategy Survey 
(FSS), the Ministry Director Survey (MDS) the Local Board of Administration Survey 
(LBAS), and the Pastoral Interview I have highlighted and listed six major finding.   
1 - The merged church is more representative of the diversity and demographic 
reality of the City of DeKalb and DeKalb County. 
 
2 - The worship service in the merged church is multicultural, multi-
generationally, multi-linguistically, gender, and economically inclusive. 
 
3 - The merged church offers multicultural, multiethnic, and intergenerational 
fellowship opportunities and practices. 
 
4 - The merged Christian education discipleship program is the instrument 
through which the church directs and promotes positive spiritual health.  
 
5 - The LBA is culturally, intergenerationally, and gender inclusive as well as 
ethnically diverse. 
 
6 – Communication, attendance, bilingual interpretation of combined worship 






LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT 
Overview of the Chapter 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the best practices for effective church 
mergers in order to bring unity to ethnically, linguistically, and culturally diverse 
communities under the same roof to worship, fellowship and spread the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. The merger process involving Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) in DeKalb, IL was the focus of this dissertation.  Four 
years before the merging of these two monoethnic churches, the senior pastors of both 
churches had been meeting weekly to pray together and talk about ministry and their 
community needs. From these conversations an embryo was planted that grew into this 
merger process. Both senior pastors agreed that they had the same goal: the most 
effective way to reach their ethnically, linguistically, and culturally diverse population 
with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  
The proposal to merge and become a new multi-culturally, multi-ethnically, 
multi-linguistically sensitive church was presented to members of both churches. After a 
long debate, the proposal to initiate the dialogue around the idea of merging the two 
churches was approved. The chosen name for the new church was Real Connection 
Church (RCC). Even though there was a great openness to merge there was not a formal 
strategy plan put in place. Both congregations operated on the principle of goodwill and 
hoped that the Holy Spirit would guide them through this process.   
The methodology of this dissertation resided in four different tools: three surveys 
and one semi-open pastoral interview. This chapter presents the six major findings of this 
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dissertation that help to identify those practices both healthy and unhealthy that 
contribute to the health of the merger churches. Each finding will be discussed through 
three (3) lenses:  Personal Observation, Literature Review, and Biblical/Theological 
Foundation. 
The findings of this dissertation have been classified into three major areas: a) 
fellowship strategies; b) discipleship strategies; and c) administrative strategies. The 
fellowship strategies’ findings include demographics, worship service analysis, and 
interrelationship dynamics between members of Real Connection Church (RCC). 
Discipleship strategies include an analysis of the Wesleyan curriculum (practical, 
theoretical, and pedagogical doctrines of the church), and the multiethnic, multicultural, 
and multigenerational opportunities afforded to the congregants. The findings of the 
Local Board of Administration Strategy Survey (LBASS) give clarity to the 
administrative strategies and decisions made by the Local Board of Administration 
(LBA). The charge of the LBA was to stablished policies and administrative practices 
that promoted diversity within Real Connection Church. 
Major Findings 
Diversity of the Merged Church   
The first research question of this dissertation was, “What are the best practices 
that resulted in successful mergers?”  The original goal for merging Vida Nueva 
Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and the DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC), was to provide a 
door through which different ethnic groups, linguistic communities, and cultural practices 
can come together in a healthy atmosphere in one church.  The goal of this merger 
process was to establish a common healthy environment and to forge a new path by 
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which new generations will not be afraid to embrace ethnic diversity and cultural 
difference in their expression of faith. The ethnic make-up of DeKalb County is well 
represented in the merged church. The membership of the church is multiethnic, 
multicultural, multilingual, multigenerational and international. Fifty-four percent of the 
merged church’s members were born in the United States, 41% were born in Latin 
America, and five percent 5% were born in Africa. The merger of Vida Nueva Wesleyan 
Church (VNWC) and Dekalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) should increase, exponentially 
the resources and opportunities of the new church in order to be relevant in their goal to 
reach the diverse communities of Dekalb: more leadership opportunities, greater 
financially stability, bilingual language acceptance. 
According to Gonzalez and Cardoza, The Church was born, supported, and 
transformed by the mission of God. This mission is stated in Matthew 28:19-20 and 
known as the Great Commission. Jesus commands his disciples to go around the world 
and make disciples, by baptizing them and teaching them to obey Jesus’ commands. Real 
Connection Church has a great opportunity to reach people from around the world 
without leaving their local community. Thirteen different nationalities are represented in 
the newly merged church. The world, in this context, is in their community and church.  
The Great Commission called the church to preach and teach the Gospel to non-
believers. To honor this command, Real Connection Church made connections with on-
profit organizations: Network of Nations, Universidad para Padres at Northern Illinois 
University, The Mexican Consulate on Wheels, and Conexión Comunidad (Community 
Connection). These connections made it possible to have contact with non-believers and 
to give them a first- hand experience or exposition to the Christian faith.  
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One of the community outreach program that resulted from the church merger 
was a ministry called Liberating the Captives.  Liberating the Captives is a program that 
works in alliance with DeKalb, Illinois Judicial Circuit. The Court uses community 
service projects as one way to help people who have broken the law to reintegrate into the 
community through the court order restitution service. Real Connection Church is one of 
the worksites approved by the Court for community service. Court mandated participants 
in this program are invited to participate in the different activities of RCC: worship 
service, potlucks, bilingual and monolingual Bible study. Many of the participants took 
part of in the discipleship programs and participated in the worship service. As a result of 
this exposure to Christian fellowship and the gospel, many of them embraced the 
Christian faith and were baptized. As a result of their participation in this community 
service programs, the participants and their families subsequently became members of 
Real Connection Church. This ministry, Liberating the Captives, fulfills the Great 
Commission of Jesus for his church, discipling, teaching and baptizing. 
One lesson learned from the Liberating the Captives program is the understanding 
that the church must sometimes go outside the scope of traditional outreach programs to 
embrace all residence of the community regardless of their, legal record, ethnic 
background, race, and language. This willingness to embrace everyone in order to create 
a new environment is in keeping with Revelation 7:9-10:  
After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no one could 
count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, standing before the throne 
and before the Lamb. They were wearing white robes and were holding palm 
branches in their hands. 10 And they cried out in a loud voice: “Salvation belongs 
to our God, who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb”. (Rev. 7:9-10 NIV). 
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The membership of the merged church reflects the celestial model presented on in 
the above Bible Scripture. People from thirteen countries and three continents feel 
comfortable worshipping in a multiethnic, multicultural and international environment 
within the merged church. The responds to question number twenty-three of The 
Fellowship Strategy Survey, (FSS) indicated that 73% percent of the members would 
attend the programs regardless of age or language as compared to eleven percent 11% 
who indicated they would only attend those programs offered in their native language.  
Real Connection Church implemented several healthy practices that aligned with 
the responses provided by the participant to the different research questions. One 
example of this is the diversity on leadership. The Local Board of Administration (LBA), 
the organism with the authority to set up the policies of the merged church, is very 
diverse. This administrative body is composed of six people: two women and four men. 
Three people are bilingual and three are monolingual. Three members of this board are 
Caucasian, two are Hispanic and one is African origin.    
The different church ministries such as the worship team, Christian education and 
board of trustees are diverse based on gender, age, education level, culture and ethnicity. 
Fifty-seven percent of the ministry directors were able to speak and write a language 
other than English. Forty-three indicated that they were monolingual: they only speak and 
write English. Spanish was the dominant language (See Fig 4.35). The multiethnic, 
multicultural, and multilinguistic identity of the merged church shows that this church 
has the same identity as the early church described in the Book of Acts. The execution of 
the deacon Stephen, related in Acts Chapter 7, is the catalyst that initiated the diaspora 
towards the Gentile towards the Gentile territories where Jews of Greek origin lived.  
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When the church began to be expanded to Gentile territories and gain adept Greek leaders 
on their apostolic team, the early church become more ethnically and linguistically 
diverse. Throughout the New Testament, Gentiles like Timothy and Titus among others 
are examples of leaders sensitive to multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual leanings 
of the church.  This type of leadership embraces God’s mission to save all humanity.  
Recruiting and promoting this type of leadership, the merged church provides a safe 
environment that promotes and strengthens cultural diversity. People have an opportunity 
to know that God loves, accepts, and reaffirms them regardless of their ethnic, racial, 
cultural, or linguistic origin. 
Inclusive Worship.  
Ephesians 4:11-18 reminds us that through Jesus Christ all the walls that divide 
people who want to worship God have been removed: age, race, ethnicity, nationality, 
gender, and language. Fellowship Strategy Survey (FSS) question twenty-six asked the 
participants if the merged church provided opportunities for multicultural interaction? 
Eighty-four percent believed that Real Connection Church provided and promoted 
equally opportunities for every member of the church regardless their culture, age, 
gender, language, or education level to worship and interact between members of the 
church.   
Chapter Two of this dissertation mentioned that the younger generations were 
very active in the life of RCC. This openness to younger the generation was perceived as 
a healthy practice by the members of the church. In question twenty-three of the 
Fellowship Strategy Survey the participants were asked about what fellowship programs 
provided by RCC they would attend? Seventy-three percent of the respondents were 
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willing to participate in the different worship opportunities that the RCC offered 
regardless of age, gender or original language of service (See Fig 4.12). Including 
younger generations in the worship opportunities is aligned with what George Henderson 
states in his book Human Relations Approach to Multiculturalism In K-12 School.  He 
posits that generation Z students have been taught and received daily exposure to cultural 
diversity and the acceptance of cultural pluralism. In their schools, they are not allowed 
to ignore cultural differences. Instead, they require them to openly affirm racial, ethnic, 
religious, and linguistic pluralism as valuable resources. The participation of the younger 
generation in the life of Real Connection Church ensures that the multiculturalism, 
multiethnic identity, and multilingualism of Real Connection Church continue to promote 
and preserve the heritage they bring to the church. As a healthy practice, this creates an 
atmosphere where different generations feel that their contributions, regardless of race, 
ethnicity, religious background, or language are appreciated and well respected.  
This diversity of RCC mirrors and reinforces what the Bible says in the Old 
Testament in Leviticus 19:33 and Numbers 9:14 where God instructed the Jewish people 
to love and interact justly with all foreigners who wanted to establish themselves among 
the Israelites. Similarly, if a stranger or foreigner wanted to participate in religious 
festivals, such as the Passover of the Lord, they could do so if, just like any Jew, the 
foreigner aligned himself with the statutes and regulations laid down for such 
celebrations or rituals. Real Connection Church, just as the Israelites in the Old 
Testament, became the bridge given by God that connected people from all nations to 
him. The Church, through Jesus Christ, became the door through which the world 
establishes a relationship with God. Real Connection Church provided the opportunity to 
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people from many countries, diverse ethnicities, and cultures who live in DeKalb can 
hear the Gospel and worship God in this new community of faith.   
Fellowship Opportunities and Practices  
Psalm 133 is an ode to healthy coexistence among God’s people. It describes this 
unity as a great blessing from God. Romero, and Ellacuria found that a healthy church 
encompasses healthy practices. Romero states that the only way the Church could 
become the true temple of God was by coming nearer to the people (1980). Ella Curia 
further elaborates that the institutional Church needs to be incarnated, to be present in 
their communities in order to understand the pain, struggles, joys, and triumphs of 
humanity instead of being alien and distant in their temples (Ellacuria 183).  
According to the senior pastor who acted as the chairperson of the merger 
committee, Real Connection Church is not just a bonding together of the members of two 
churches. It is friendly and invites people from the surrounding communities to worship 
with them. In order to be present in their community, the worship service needs to be all 
inclusive and reflect the multicultural, multiethnic, intergenerational identity of the 
church and the demographics of the surrounding area.  The worship service included 
bilingual programing, cultural attributions, traditional and contemporary music, visual 
arts, and diverse culinary offerings. Real Connection Church is intentional in committing 
to have multicultural, multiethnic, and intergenerational fellowship. The first Sunday of 
the month a potluck is organized by RCC. This is a very important practice where 
congregants are willing to share their traditional food and socialize with other members 
of the church. Every fifth Sunday of the month the church has a bilingual combined 
service.  Fellowship Strategy Survey (FSS) question thirty asked the participants how 
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willing they were to participate in the bilingual, combined worship service. The answer 
was overwhelmingly positive. Forty-five percent of the participants were very willing.  
Twenty-two percent were willing, and nineteen percent were somewhat willing to 
participate in this bilingual combined service. Only fourteen percent were not willing to 
participate.   
The willingness of the majority of the respondents to participate in bilingual 
combined services was corroborated in the praxis of the merged church. The senior pastor 
of RCC church was very pleased with the activities described above. Some of the factors 
that he highlighted included: a) attendance with constant growth; b) better interaction 
among the members of the church; c) a more spontaneous environment with the presence 
of children and young people in these activities; and d) the members of the church and 
guests feel safe and comfortable in this diverse environment. 
Healthy Administrative Practices  
The literature review (Chapter Two) describes one healthy practice that helps 
ensure a strong and mature spiritual life to a multiethnic church. Another is to provide 
ethnically diverse leadership. Beatty, Multicultural Director of the Wesleyan Church, 
suggests that the presence of ethnically diverse leadership in the church promotes 
egalitarian relationships rather than hierarchical ones (wesleyan.org). In the pastoral 
interview, the senior pastor was asked, “What steps or strategies were followed to 
promote a multiethnic and multicultural dialogue and fellowship within the merged 
church?” According to the senior pastor, the first mayor step taken by the merger 
committee was to ensure that the new Local Board of Administration (LBA) had equal 
representation of both local churches. Second, the LBA must be as diverse as possible. 
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Third, the merged church must provide equal opportunities for leadership for every 
church member regardless of their culture, ethnicity, gender or language. By setting these 
policies the LBA ensures that every member of the church feels ethnically respected and 
represented on every decision-making levels of the church.  
Unhealthy Practices that Contributed to Unsuccessful Merger  
 Question number two of this research asks, “What are the factors that contributed 
to unsuccessful merger?” Alex Murashko in his article, Pastor of Multi-Ethnic Church 
Gives 8 Reasons, Remedies for Discipleship Problem defines as non-healthy practices 
those discipleship program that only promote the homogeneous unit principle. The 
homogeneous unit principle was popularized by Donald McGavran in his book Bridges of 
God. This principle explains that although we all are equal in God eyes, it does not take 
into consideration ethnicity, cultural identification, and language differences. 
 According to the analysis of the collected data in Chapter Three, this is not the 
scenario of Real Connection Church (RCC). Real Connection Church promotes diverse 
positive spiritual health and fellowship. Contrary to the homogeneous principle, the 
former pastors of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and DeKalb Wesleyan Church 
(DWC) believed that being a multi-ethnic, multicultural, and multilinguistic church was a 
healthier way to reach the ethnically and linguistically diverse community of DeKalb, 
Illinois.  
The third question of this research was, “What discipleship tools best supported 
the development of character and cultural diversity for healthy church mergers?” Jerry 
Pence, Chair-President of the Merger Conference-Kentucky-Tennessee District of The 
Wesleyan Church writes that for the newly merged District (Crossroad District in 
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Indiana) “Merger represents fresh passion and commitment for spreading hope and 
holiness.”  Being a multiethnic voice for the Gospel in DeKalb County, Real Connection 
Church (RCC) has an obligation to meet God mission which is to bring the Gospel to all 
people regardless their ethnicity, language, or culture.  
In order to honor this commitment to be a multiethnic voice of the Gospel in 
DeKalb County and in the life of RCC, members of the Local Board of Administration 
(LBA) of RCC and their ministry directors participated in the discussion of the book of 
Mark DeYmaz, Multiethnic Conversation, An Eight-Week Journey Toward Unity in Your 
Church mission. Besides these multiethnic conversations, a series of sermons based on 
the Book of Acts were delivered to the congregation.  This series of sermons taught the 
congregation about how to be unified in an ethnically diverse community.  
Multiethnic Conversation, An Eight-Week Journey Toward Unity in Your Church 
mission book discussion, and the serial sermons on the Book of Acts raise the awareness 
of Real Connection Church’s leaders to the importance of have a multiethnic, 
multicultural, and multilingual openness. The Ministry Director Survey (MDS) question 
fourteen asked the ministerial directors if they felt that culture and ethnicity is well 
respected. One hundred percent answered “Yes”. This unanimous response from the 
ministerial director shows that it is a healthy practice to implement discipleship programs 
that teach diversity within the church. Being a multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual 
church is not just about demographics, it is about values and convictions according to the 





Inclusivity and Diversity in the LBA 
Ethnic, generational, cultural, and linguistic diversity have become the DNA of 
the merged church. The Local Board of Administration reflects this respect for diversity. 
The ethnic composition of the LBA is very diverse. Thirty- three percent are Hispanic, 
16% are Black, and 51% percent are White. Thirty-three percent identified as female, and 
67% percent identified their as male (See LBAS. Fig 4.41). The diversity of the LBA of 
Real Connection Church is aligned with the teaching in The New Testament. Galatians 
3:28 says “There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and 
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (NIV). This biblical verse reflects the 
philosophy of the merged church to promote inclusion.  
One of the duties of the LBA is to set-up the bylaws and the administrative 
policies of the local church. In addition to this, the LBA establishes the vision and the 
mission of the church and develops strategies and policies to ensure that the vision and 
mission become a reality. When the LBA members were asked if the administrative 
policies of the merged church were sensitive to the various generational and ethnic-
cultural groups of the church, 67% percent of the LBA members said “Yes”. Thirteen 
percent of the LBA members said they were not sure if the administrative policies of the 
merged church were sensitive to the various generational and ethnic-cultural groups of 
the church.   
 The mission statement of Real Connection Church (RCC) is “to connect people 
to God and one another through Jesus’ life, death and resurrection”. This statement is 
based on John 15:5 “I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in 
you, you will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.” (NIV). The LBA 
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interpreted this Bible verse as an encouragement for people of different ethnic, cultural 
and linguistic background to get connected with God. The Bible verse that serve as the 
guideline for the merged churches’ vision statement is Ephesians 2:14: 
For he himself is our peace, who has made the two groups one and has destroyed 
the barrier, the dividing wall of hostility, 15 by setting aside in his flesh the law 
with its commands and regulations. His purpose was to create in himself one new 
humanity out of the two, thus making peace, 16 and in one body to reconcile both 
of them to God through the cross, by which he put to death their hostility. (NIV). 
 
According to the senior pastor of the merged church, this Bible verse is the 
foundation of what the new church wants to achieve. The mission statement of the 
merged church states “As a single-minded multi-ethnic, multi-generational faith 
community, to be the hands, feet, and voice of Jesus by reaching beyond borders for 
Christ in DeKalb County and the World for the glory of God.”   
The mission statement seeks to ensure that everyone understands that the newly 
merged church’s DNA is programed to embrace ethnic diversity, race, linguistic diversity 
and generational diversity.  This mission statement also traces the journey from a 
monoethnic church to a newly founded church based on acceptance, convivial fellowship, 
and mutual respect. The vision statement encourages members to use the Gospel as an 
example to embrace multiculturalism and inclusiveness. This vision includes the 
coordination of the various groups involved in the merging process. Both the mission and 
the vision statement go hand in hand to operationalize and bring to life the overall 
structure of the merged church.  
Improved Communication Needed 
This section addresses the concerns identified by question number two “What are 
the factors that contributed to unsuccessful mergers?”  Kotter wrote that it is very 
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important for any organization to develop vision and strategies to effectively 
communicate the vision (Kotter, Al Frente p.38). The Bible in the book of Habakkuk 2:2 
said write the vision make it clear on tablets so that anyone can read it quickly (NIV). 
Communication is a key to success in almost every social group. In order to have a 
successful church merger, the LBA needs to find ways to better communicate the vision, 
mission, and the strategies implemented in Real Connection Church. When the LBA 
members were asked if they were familiar with the vision and mission statement of the 
merged church, 100% answered “Yes”. A different scenario emerged when they were 
asked if the church had implemented or designed a strategic plan for the next five years 
of the unified church?  The senior pastor as chairperson of the merger committee said that 
a five-year plan had been developed. However, 67% of the LBA members were not 
aware a five- year plan had been developed. Thirteen percent answered that they were 
aware of a five-year development plan. These contradictory results show that the 
communication channel is not working properly, and as such, contributes to an 
unsuccessful merger.  
According to the data analysis, other aspects that need to be improved are 
attendance, bilingual interpretation provided at the combined worship service, and the 
need of more bilingual worship music. Based on the 2016 report of the General Secretary 
of the Wesleyan Church, the national denomination organism keeps the records for their 
local churches, the attendance at Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church (DWC) tracked rather evenly before the merger. Dekalb Wesleyan 
Church had on average fifty-nine (59) congregants at their worship service. VNWC 
reported an average attendance of forty-seven (47) congregants (See Fig. 4.23).  
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The members of the merged church want to see their numbers increase. John 
Maxwell in his book, The 21 Indispensable Qualities of a Leader: Becoming the Person 
that People Will Want to Follow states “Everything rises and falls on leadership”. The 
LBA provides leadership for the church. Through their leadership the mission and vision 
statements provide the incentives for community outreach in DeKalb County. According 
to the Book of Acts 2:47-48, the early church showed that they were united in mind and 
purpose. They were joyful and grew together as a multicultural church. Real Connection 
Church is repeating this model. They study the Bible together, eat together, listen to the 
Gospel, and embrace the cultural and ethnic of the community. These practices contribute 
to the present and future success of the Real Connection Church.  
Another area of the Real Connection Church (RCC) that was mentioned as 
needing improvement involved translation services. Language, both written and spoken is 
more than just a code of communication. It is also a marker of cultural identification. The 
congregants are not uncomfortable with bilingual worship songs if the lyrics are projected 
on the screen in both Spanish and English. Seventy-eight percent felt very comfortable 
with this method. Fourteen percent felt somewhat comfortable, and only 8% percent said 
they were not comfortable with this method (See Fig 4.16). Thirty-two percent of the 
control group preferred electronic devices like headphones or cell phone apps. Sixty 
percent or twenty-two people preferred live, simultaneous interpretation, and 8% percent, 
three (3) people, did not answer this question (See Fig 4.15).  
The previous numbers reflect a high acceptance of the bilingualism of RCC. 
Question number nine of the pastoral interview asked which characteristics were used to 
determine which pastor would be the lead pastor of the unified church? It was agreed that 
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in order to be more affective ministry RCC would be best served by a bilingual person of 
color. The senior pastor of DWC at the time spoke only English. On the first Sunday of 
February 2018, Pastor Rodrigo Azofeifa, the former pastor of Vida Nueva Wesleyan 
Church became the lead pastor. The new pastor of the RCC is fully bilingual. Now the 
preaching is not only in English and Spanish but also comes from a person who is 
familiar with both cultures.  A future study should be conducted in order to measure, and 
or improve translation services and the effectiveness of the new bi-cultural bilingual 
senior pastor.  
Ministry Implications of the Findings 
The first implication of this study is that the LBA of RCC will benefit 
tremendously by listening to congregants about what practices are helpful and healthy to 
a successful merger.  This study will give them first-hand information to help them make 
better informed decisions about the future of RCC. 
 The second implication of this study is to provide a blueprint to those churches 
planning to enter into a multicultural merger process. They will be able to use this study 
as a reference or starting point for their initial conversation and a resource to make 
further informed decisions. At a recent workshop on multicultural churches of the 
Wesleyan Church, participants were asked for more information about potential church 
mergers. Multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual churches are not only growing in 
large metropolitan areas, they are also happening in rural cities like DeKalb, Illinois 
where multicultural, multiethnic, and multilingual communities are on the rise.  
Wayne Schmidt, General Superintendent of The Wesleyan Church said, 
addressing to the multiethnic ministry at the 2019 Gathering Conference in Orlando 
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Florida said that in the future he wanted to see a Wesleyan Church in every zip code of 
the United States. Many of the populations in these zip codes are multiethnic, 
multicultural, and multilingual. The pastors who are going to work in these cities need 
special training on how to be more effective leaders in these multiethnic, multicultural, 
and multilingual ministries. As an associate director of the Spanish Ministerial and 
Spiritual Formation Department of the Wesleyan church, I would like to propose this 
study as a textbook for an introductory workshop for immigrant pastors and local pastor 
who are experiencing multiethnic, multicultural, and multilingual growth in their 
communities.  
Limitations of the Study 
Although this study is based on the merger of two small churches of less than one 
hundred average attendance at either church, I do not believe that this limitation prevents 
the generalization of the study’s findings. According to 2016 Barna Group State of the 
Church report, forty-six percent of Americans attend churches with one hundred or fewer 
members, (www.barna.com/research/state-church-2016). Another limitation of this study 
is that there is no record or statement from those members who left the congregations 
after being informed of the intent to merge. According to the Annual Pastoral Report, 
Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church lost 30% percent of their congregation after the 
announcement of the merger. DeKalb Wesleyan Church lost 50% percent of their 
members. There is no way to know if they dropped their membership because of the 
merger or any other reason. Exit interview would provide important information to better 





One of the surprise- findings of this study was the receptiveness of older 
generations who decided to stay after the merger. Traditionally, younger generations tend 
to be more open to change. The compiled data, however, showed that both the younger 
members and older members of both churches were willing to embrace, with a joyful 
attitude, the new direction of the church. Another surprise centered around political 
affiliation. The participants were willing to answer questions about their ethnic 
identification, annual income, and education level, but 43% of the participants preferred 
not to answer the question about their political affiliation.  The purpose of this question 
was to determine if political affiliation influenced their willingness to accept or reject 
multiculturalism, multiethnicity, and multilingualism. It is possible that this question 
should be restated in a way that motivates the respondent to answer the question.   
Recommendations 
Three surveys and one interview make up the statistical foundation of this 
dissertation My recommendation is to prepare a single survey that seeks to answer the 
research questions that guide this thesis. There were many repetitive demographic 
questions through the different surveys and most of that information was not included in 
the finding’s section. A copy of these surveys can be found in the appendix. 
The following is a list of recommendations that can be used as a blueprint for 
those churches planning to begin merger conversations: 
1- Before entering into any merging process, it is important to answer the 
following basic questions: a) Why the church merger is needed it? b) What 
goal will be accomplished with the merger? c) What positive outcomes will be 
brought to the new ministry? d) What weaknesses of the my ministry can 
become stronger with the merger? 
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2- Ask how to foster mutual respect between senior pastors or the leaders of the 
merging churches charged with negotiating the merger process. 
 
3- How to encourage recognition of the culture, ethnicity, language, and 
diversity of the participants of the merging churches. 
 
4- Exercise intentional inclusivity of all church boards and ministries. All boards 
should willingly embrace diversity: age, gender, culture, ethnicity, education 
level, and financial status. 
 
5- Define clear mission and vision statements along with a strong strategic plan 
to make those statements and visions become a reality. 
 
6- Maintain transparent communication between the board and the members of 
the church. Give constant updates about the advances of the merging process.   
 
7- Foster an understanding of the difference between inclusion and assimilation. 
Each member of the church, regardless of their ethnicity, education level, or 
social status is part of the diverse mosaic of the church.  
 
8- Establish a discipleship tool or mechanism that reinforces multiculturism, 
multiethnic and multilingual relations within the merged churches.  
 
9- Introduce a worship service that represents the diversity of the members of the 
church. 
Postscript 
My journey through this research project has been a great blessing to me. I have 
had the opportunity to better know my community of faith. I was also able to rely on the 
patience and love of my family through all these years. I am grateful for the input and 
encouragement that I received form the Doctoral Office of Asbury Theological Seminary, 
coaches, and cohorts. I want to pay tribute to the curriculum of this program. Each course 








Surveys and Pastoral Interview 
Appendix A.1 
Pastoral Interview Questionnaire  
A semi-structured pastoral interview was designed to determine if the unification 
process adequately met the theories of change suggested in the literature reviewed in 
Chapter 2. This interview was conducted in the pastoral office with the senior pastor who 
served as merger committee chairperson.  
Questionnaire 
1- In what way or how can DWC and VNWC accomplish more together through 
merger than as two independent churches? 
2- How is the community better served by the merging of the two churches?  
3- In what way could the Kingdom of God be further extended through this merging 
process?  
4- After reviewing the current literature involving the merging process, these are the 
most common factor cited for merger. Which of the following statements most 
accurately reflects your position?  
a) A dying church gets a second chance to be revitalized through association 
with a stronger and more vibrant church.  
b) A stagnant church benefits from the influence of a church with a more 
comprehensive and clearer vision.  
c) The unification of two churches, both strong or growing, can achieve their 
ministerial, fellowship, and multiethnic goals through a more united vision 
under new leadership.   
d) Two churches that acknowledge their weaknesses and limitations are able to 
address these concerns in a more culturally appropriate and sensitive manner 
in order to forge a more dynamic and thriving church.   
5- What motivated you to conclude that a multiethnic church is needed in the 
community?  
6- What legal considerations or legal steps were necessary to complete the 
unification process?  
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7- Were there any doctrinal, administrative, or policy conflicts between the two 
merging churches? 
8- What steps or strategies were followed to promote a multiethnic and multicultural 
dialogue and fellowship within the merged church?  
9- Which characteristics were used to determine which Pastor will be the lead Pastor 
of the unified church? 
10- Indicate how both former churches are represented on the organizational chart of 
the unified church?  
11- Which criteria were established to measure the success of the merged church? 
12- Once the merged church has been established, is there a strategic five-year plan in 





Local Board of Administration (LBA) Strategy Survey 
According to the Discipline of The Wesleyan Church, the LBA is the 
administrative body in charge of establishing and ensuring that administrative policies are 
carried out successfully. This body was asked what policies had been established to 
ensure that all ethnic and cultural groups of the congregation can live together and 
develop an effective multicultural ministry.   
Questionnaire 
1. Are you familiar with the vision statement of the unified church?  
Very familiar _____ Somewhat familiar _____ Not familiar _____  
2. Are you familiar with the mission statement of the unified church?  
Very familiar _____ Somewhat familiar _____ Not familiar _____ 
3. Is the composition of the LBA ethnically diverse? 
Yes _____ No _____ 
4. How many members serve on the LBA? 
_____________________________________________________  
5. What is the ethnic numerical make-up of the LBA? 
Hispanic _____ Black _____ White _____ Other _____  
6. What is the gender numerical make-up of the LBA? 
Women _____ Men _____ Prefer not to answer _____  
7. What is the age group of the LBA? 
16-24 years old _____ 25-50 years old _____ 51-70 years old _____  
70+ years old _____  
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8. Do you feel that your cultural and ethnic heritage is well respected in the LBA? 
Yes _____ No _____ Somewhat respected _____ Not respected _____  
9. Has the LBA designed a strategic plan for the next five years of the unified 
church? 
Yes _____ No _____ I don’t know _____  
10. Are the administrative policies of the unified church sensitive to the various 
generational, and ethnic-cultural groups of the church? 





Ministry Director Survey  
The purpose of this survey was to determine if the materials used in discipleship 
promoted a multicultural and multiethnic church model. At the same time, this survey 
ascertained if this control group was culturally and ethnically diversity.  
Questionnaire  
1. Please identify your ethnicity 
Hispanic _____ Black _____ White _____ Asian _____ Other _____ 
2. Please indicate your gender 
Female _____ Male _____  
3. Please indicate your age group  
16-24 years old ___ 25-50 years old 51-70 years old ____  
4. Please indicate your material status 
Married _____Single _____ Divorced _____ Never married _____ Other _____  
5. Do you have children? Please indicate how many. 
________________________________________________________________  
6. When you vote, do you primarily vote 
Democrat _____ Republican _____ Independent _____  
7. Are you a:  
Homeowner _____ Renter _____  
8. What is your income level? 




9. What is your educational level?  
High School diploma _____ Associate’s degree _____ Bachelor’s degree _____  
Master’s degree _____ Ph. D _____ Other _____  
10. How long have you lived in the community?  
____________________________________  
11. Do you speak a language other than English? 
____________________________________  
12. Can you write competently in another language other than English? Please 
indicate 
___________________________________  




14. Do you feel that your culture and ethnicity is well respected as ministerial 
Director? 
Yes _____ No _____ Somewhat respected _____  
15. List three areas where your ministry promotes the understanding of what it means 






16. Is your current ministry aligned with the merged church’s mission and vision 
statement? (Please explain how it does or doesn’t) 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________   
17. Is the discipleship curriculum used by your ministry printed in the different 
languages spoken in the congregation? 
Yes _____ No _____  




19. Is there any practice or performance that needs to be discontinued because it is an 








Fellowship Strategy Survey  
A third survey was designed to be completed by members of VNDW and DWC 
18 years of age or older and who have been active members of one of the local churches 
for at least one year. The purpose of this survey was a) to obtain important demographic 
information from the members of both churches and b) to understand how this control 
group perceived and understood the multicultural relationships and multicultural 
expression and sensitivity evidenced in the combined worship services.  
Questionnaire 
1. Please indicate the County, State, and City where you born:  
________________________________________________________________  
2. Please indicate your gender 
________________________________________________________________  
Female ___ Male___ Prefer not to answer 
3. How long have you lived in your current neighborhood?  
________________________________________________________________  
4. How would you describe the ethnic make-up of your neighborhood?  
Predominantly White _____ Predominantly Latino ____  
Predominantly Black/African American ____ Multiethnic ____ 
Prefer not to answer _____  
5. Do you vote? 
Yes ____ No ____ Prefer not to answer _____  
6. Do you usually vote? 
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Democrat ____ Republican _____ Independent _____ 
Other _____ Prefer not to answer ______  
7. What is your age? 
18-24 years old _____ 23-34 years old _____ 35-44 years old _____  
45-54 years old _____ 55-64 years old _____ 65-74 years old _____  
75 years or older _____ 
 
8. Ethnicity origin (or Race): Please specify your ethnicity 
White _____ Hispanic or Latino _____ Black American or Indian _____  
Asian/Pacific Islander _____ Bi-racial (or Multi-racial) _____ Other _____  
9. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently 
enrolled highest degree received. 
No schooling completed _____ Nursery school to 8
th
 grade _____  
Some high school, no diploma _____  
High school graduate, diploma or equivalent (for example: GED) _____  
Some college credit, no degree _____ Trade/technical/vocational training _____  
Associate _____ Bachelor’s degree _____ master’s degree _____  
Doctorate degree _____  
10. Did you go to an integrated high school? 
Yes _____ No _____  
11. If your previous answer was “Yes” please indicate the percentage of ethnic 
breakdown 
Predominantly White _____ Predominantly Black _____  
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Predominantly Latino _____ Predominantly Asian _____  
Other _____  
12. Indicate your native language. 
Spanish _____ English _____ Other _____  
13. Do you speak another language besides your native language? (Please indicate). 
________________________________________________________________  
14. Did you ever study a foreign language? 
Yes _____ No _____ Which language ________________________________  
15. What is your marital status? 
Single, never married _____ Married or domestic partnership _____  
Widowed _____ Divorced _____ Separated _____  
16. Is anyone in your family married to a person of another culture? Race? 
Yes _____ No _____  
17. Employment Status 
Salaried _____ Hourly _____ Self-employed _____ Looking for work _____  
Disabled _____ Homemaker _____ Student _____ Military _____  
Retired _____ Unemployed _____  
18. What is your yearly income level? 
$0-$10, 000 _____ $11, 000-$24,000 _____ $25,000-$36,000 _____  
$37,000-$50,000 _____ $51,000-$75,000 _____ More than $75,000 _____  





20. Number of people living in your household 
___________________________________  
21. How long have you been a member of DeKalb Wesleyan Church? 
___________________________________  
22. How long have you been a member of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church? 
___________________________________  
23. For fellowship programs I would attend (Mark that apply). 
I would attend all programs regardless of age or language _____  
I would attend only those programs in my native language regardless of age ____  
I would attend only those programs in my native language and with people my 
own age _____  
24. Besides physical meetings organized in the church facilities, what other ways 
would you keep in contact with other members of the church. (Mark many as 
apply to you) 
Social network (Facebook, Instagram, twitter, etc.) _____  
Phone calls _____ Emails _____ Home visits _____  
25. Do those contacts described in the previous question, include people of different 
ethnic groups?  
Yes _____ No _____  
26. Does the local church provide opportunities for multicultural interaction?  
Yes _____ No _____ Don’t Know _____  
27. Do you attend the combined bilingual service?  
Yes _____ No _____  
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28. If you answer in the previous question was marked “No”, please indicate the 
reason. 
The hour is inconvenient _____  
I don’t feel comfortable _____  
I think it is confusing _____  
29. If the reason you don’t attend the combined bilingual worship service is the hour, 
what time would be better for you? 
9:00 am _____ 10:00 am _____ 11:00 am _____ 1:00 pm _____  
6:00 pm _____ other ______  
30. How willing are you to have a bilingual worship service? 
Very willing _____ Willing _____ Somewhat willing _____ Not willing _____  
31. If you need a translation of the combined bilingual service, which would you 
prefer?  
Electronic devices like headphones or cell phone app _____  
Live simultaneous interpretation ______  
32. I feel comfortable with bilingual song if the lyrics are projected on a screen in 
both languages? 
Very comfortable ______ Somewhat comfortable _____ Not Comfortable ______  
33. How often would you like to have a combined bilingual service? 
Every Sunday _____ Every two weeks _____ Once a month _____  
Every other month ______ Three times a year _____ Only on special occasions 






          Each participant was informed about the nature of this study. At the same 
time all participants were assured of their confidentiality.  Their names would 
only be on the consent forms; they would not be referred to by name in any 
written material. Participants were informed that all collected information would 
be destroyed after being reviewed and only the statistical data for the final 






Institutional Review Board Application 
Informed Consent Letter Pastoral Interview 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
Best Practices for Effective Multiethnic Church Merger  
Rodrigo Azofeifa 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
Dear Senior Pastor…,  
You are invited to participate in a research study being done by Reverend, Rodrigo 
Azofeifa, a doctoral candidate in the Asbury Theological Seminary. You were selected 
as a possible participant because your participation as a Lead Chairperson of the 
Merging Committee for the merger of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) in order to ascertain the process that was used to set 
up the bylaws and policies and design the ministry model that would guide the resulting 
merged church. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have 
before agreeing to be in the study.  
 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the best practices for effective church mergers 
in order to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church (DWC) in DeKalb, Illinois. If you agree to be in the study, I would ask 
you to do the following things: 
 
 
1.     Review the procedures included in this letter to ensure that you 
understand, without doubts, the terms of your participation in this research 
study. 
2.     The questions included in this questionnaire has the intention to compile 
your opinion about certain ministerial, administrative practices and policies 
implemented in the merging transition of VNDWC and DWC. 
3.     Respond to multiple choice questions by selecting the answer the best 
describes your opinion. 
4.     Respond to other questions with a short entry or a brief statement of your 
opinion about the merging transition process. 
5.     Once you complete the interview, I will transcribe your answer into a 
written document for further analysis. This interview will be conducted in your 
pastoral office and the time to complete this interview should be 30-45 
minutes. 
 
There are no risks in participating in this study! Your family will know that you are in the 
study.  If anyone else is given information about you, they will not know your name.  A 
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number or initials will be used instead of your name. The record of this study will be kept 
private. Under no circumstances will your identity be revealed. Research records will be 
stored securely and only the researcher will have access to the records. Once the 
research is complete, all hard and digital record will be destroyed and or deleted.   
 
You can ask Reverend Rodrigo Azofeifa questions any time about anything in this study. 
 
 
By signing this consent form, you agree that you have been informed about this study 
and why it is being done and what you need to do.  If you have any concerns or 
questions regarding to this study, you are encouraged to contact me at 
rodrigo.azofeifa@asburyseminary.edu or Dr. Ellen Marmon, Director of the Doctor of 
Ministry Program at ellen.marmon@asburyseminary.edu  
 
 
                                                                        ___                                                               







Institutional Review Board Application 
Informed Consent Letter Local Board Administration Survey  
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
Best Practices for Effective Multiethnic Church Merger  
Rodrigo Azofeifa 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study being done by Rodrigo Azofeifa, a 
doctoral candidate in the Asbury Theological Seminary. You were selected as a possible 
participant because your participation as a member of the Local Board of Administration 
(LBA) who served as a merging committee for the merger of Vida Nueva Wesleyan 
Church (VNWC) and DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) in order to ascertain the process 
that was used to set up the bylaws and policies that would guide the resulting merged 
church. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have before 
agreeing to be in the study.  
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the best practices for effective church 
mergers in order to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) in DeKalb, Illinois. If you agree to be in the study, I 
would ask to do the following things: 
 
1. Review the procedures included in this letter, ensure that you understand 
without doubt the terms of your participation in this research study.  
2. If you are under eighteen (18) years of age the signature of your parent or 
your legal guardian is required. 
3. You need to complete a brief survey asking about general demographic 
questions, and for your opinion about certain ministerial and administrative 
practices and policies implemented in the merging transition of VNWC and 
DWC.  
4. Respond to multiple choice questions by selecting the answer that best 
describs your opinion. 
5. Respond to other questions with a short entry or a brief statement of your 
opinion about the merging transition process.  
6. Once you complete the survey place it in the envelope that you received with 
your survey, seal, and deposit it on the drop box placed in the DWC 
secretary’s office.  
7. The time to complete this survey should be 20-30 minutes.  
 
The risks are minimal in participating in this study, no more than you would encounter in 
everyday life. Your family will know that you are in the study.  If anyone else is given 
information about you, they will not know your name.  A number or initials will be used 
instead of your name. The record of this study will be kept private. Under no 
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circumstance in any report I might publish, will information be given that can reveal your 
identity. Research records will be stored securely and only the researcher will have 
access to the records. Once the research is complete all hard and digital records will be 
destroyed and or deleted.   
 
You can ask Rodrigo Azofeifa questions any time about anything in this study.  You can 
also ask your parent any questions you might have about this study. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Signing this paper means that you have read this, 
or had it read to you, and that you want to be in the study. If you do not want to be in the 
study, do not sign the paper. If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, 
please tell Rodrigo Azofeifa. If you decide at any time you do not want to finish the study, 
you may stop whenever you want. Participants should not expect to receive an 
economical remuneration but the primary benefits of soliciting the opinions, viewpoints, 
and interests of participating members flows from allowing then an important voice and 
role in the merging process 
 
You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and what to 
do. If you have any concern or question regarding to this study you are encouraged to 
contact me at Rodrigo.azofeifa@asburyseminary.edu or Dr. Ellen Marmon, Director of 
the Doctor of Ministry Program at ellen.marmon@asburyseminary.edu  
 
                                                                        ___                                                               







Institutional Review Board Application 
Informed Consent Letter Ministry Director Survey  
Asbury Theological Seminary 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
Best Practices for Effective Multiethnic Church Merger  
Rodrigo Azofeifa 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study being done by Rodrigo Azofeifa, a 
doctoral candidate in the Asbury Theological Seminary. You were selected as a possible 
participant of this research because of your participation as Ministry Director of Vida 
Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) or DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC). The purpose of 
this survey was to gage whether the teaching material used by both congregations 
successfully promoted bilingualism and multiethnic sensitivity or, on the contrary, were 
anchored in a more traditional, monoethnic model. I ask that you read this form and ask 
any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.  
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the best practices for effective church 
mergers in order to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and 
DeKalb Wesleyan Church (DWC) in DeKalb, Illinois. If you agree to be in the study, I 
would ask to do the following things: 
 
1. Review the procedures included in this letter, ensure that you understand 
without doubt the terms of your participation in this research study.  
2. If you are under eighteen (18) years of age the signature of your parent or 
your legal guardian is required. 
3. You need to complete a brief survey asking about general demographic 
questions, and for your opinion about certain ministerial and administrative 
practices and policies implemented in the merging transition of VNWC and 
DWC.  
4. Respond to multiple choice questions by selecting the answer the best 
described your opinion. 
5. Respond to other questions with a short entry or a brief statement of your 
opinion about the merging transition process.  
6. Once you complete the survey, place it in the envelope that you received with 
your survey, seal and deposit it on the drop box placed in the DWC 
secretary’s office.  
7. The time to complete this survey should be 20-30 minutes.  
 
The risks are minimal in participating in this study, no more than you would encounter in 
everyday life. Your family will know that you are in the study.  If anyone else is given 
information about you, they will not know your name.  A number or initials will be used 
instead of your name. The record of this study will be kept private. Under no 
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circumstance in any report I might publish, will information be given that can reveal your 
identity. Research records will be stored securely and only the researcher will have 
access to the records. Once the research is complete all hard and digital record will be 
destroyed and or delete.   
 
You can ask Rodrigo Azofeifa questions any time about anything in this study.  You can 
also ask your parent any questions you might have about this study. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Signing this paper means that you have read this, 
or had it read to you, and that you want to be in the study. If you do not want to be in the 
study, do not sign the paper. If something makes you feel bad while you are in the study, 
please tell Rodrigo Azofeifa. If you decide at any time you do not want to finish the study, 
you may stop whenever you want. Participants should not expect to receive an 
economical remuneration but the primary benefits of soliciting the opinions, viewpoints, 
and interests of participating members flows from allowing then an important voice and 
role in the merging process 
 
You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and what to 
do.  If you have any concern or question regarding to this study you are encouraged to 
contact me at Rodrigo.azofeifa@asburyseminary.edu or Dr. Ellen Marmon, Director of 
the Doctor of Ministry Program at ellen.marmon@asburyseminary.edu  
 
                                                                        ___                                                               







Institutional Review Board Application 
Informed Consent Letter Fellowship Strategy Survey  
Asbury Theological Seminary 
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER 
Best Practices for Effective Multiethnic Church Merger  
VNWC- DWC Membership Survey 
Rodrigo Azofeifa 
Asbury Theological Seminary 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study being done by Reverend, Rodrigo 
Azofeifa, a doctoral candidate in the Asbury Theological Seminary.  You were selected 
as a possible participant because of your participation as a member or in your leadership 
capacity in the merging transition of Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions you may have 
before agreeing to be in the study.  
 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the best practices for effective church mergers 
in order to develop a plan to unify Vida Nueva Wesleyan Church (VNWC) and DeKalb 
Wesleyan Church (DWC) in DeKalb, Illinois. If you agree to be in the study, I will ask you 
to do the following things: 
 
1. Review the procedures included in this letter to ensure that you understand, 
without doubts, the terms of your participation in this research study.  
2. If you are under eighteen (18) years of age, the signature of your parent or 
your legal guardian is required. 
3. You need to complete a brief survey asking about general demographic 
questions, and for your opinion about certain ministerial and administrative 
practices and policies implemented in the merging transition of VNWC and 
DWC.  
4. Respond to multiple choice questions by selecting the answer that best 
describes your opinion. 
5. Respond to other questions with a short entry or a brief statement of your 
opinion about the merging transition process.  
6. Once you have completed the survey, place it in the envelope that you 
received with your survey, seal and deposit it on the drop box placed outside 
the DWC secretary’s office.  
7. It should take about 20-30 minutes to complete this survey.  
 
There are no risks in participating in this study! Your family will know that you are in the 
study.  If anyone else is given information about you, they will not know your name.  A 
number or initials will be used instead of your name. The record of this study will be kept 
private. Under no circumstances will your identity be revealed. Research records will be 
stored securely and only the researcher will have access to the records. Once the 
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research is complete, all hard and digital records will be destroyed and or deleted.   
 
You can ask Reverend, Rodrigo Azofeifa questions any time about anything in this 
study.  You can also ask your parent any questions you might have about this study. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Signing this paper means that you have read this, 
or had it read to you, and that you agree to be in the study. If you do not want to be in 
the study, do not sign the consent form. If something makes you feel uncomfortable 
while you are in the study, please tell Reverend, Rodrigo Azofeifa. If you decide at any 
time that you do not want to complete the study, you may stop whenever you want. 
Participants will not receive any financial remuneration. The primary benefit of soliciting 
your opinions, viewpoints, and interests flows from the important role and voice you 
provide in the merging process.  
 
By signing this consent form, you agree that you have been informed about this study 
and why it is being done and what you need to do.  If you have any concerns or 
questions regarding to this study, you are encouraged to contact me at 
Rodrigo.azofeifa@asburyseminary.edu or Dr. Ellen Marmon, Director of the Doctor of 
Ministry Program at ellen.marmon@asburyseminary.edu  
 
 
                                                                        ___                                                               
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